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Abstract 

The thesis presents an analysis of the selected themes of D. H. Lawrence’s 

aesthetics and philosophy in relation to his short stories. The main focus of the 

presented argument is the notion of language (Chapter 2), knowledge (Chapter 3) and 

the Self (Chapter 4). These chapters form and constitute a coherent thematic unity of the 

Lawrentian “triptych”. The above mentioned phenomena are demonstrated to form the 

foundation of Lawrence’s aesthetical and philosophical thought as it is put into practice 

in his short fiction. The argument aims to introduce these as applied and integrated in 

the substance of Lawrence’s shortest prose. The structure of the thesis is based on a 

concept in which the next chapter develops and relies on the previous one chapter, while 

extending and augmenting the original argument. In addition to this, all of the three 

notions are unified under the key concept of Lawrence’s philosophy, i.e. the notion or 

the theory of the “idea” and “idealism”. The discussion of these three phenomena is 

followed by a brief appendix chapter (Chapter 5). This chapter does not add any new 

topic, however, supplies the text and deepens the existing argument with what might be 

understood as a diachronic supplement and summary of an otherwise prevailingly 

synchronic study. 

Key Words: D. H. Lawrence, short stories, Modernism, language, epistemology, 

psychology, place. 
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Abstrakt/Souhrn v českém jazyce 

 Cílem diplomové práce je analýza vybraných otázek týkajících se estetiky a 

filosofie D. H. Lawrence ve vztahu k jeho povídkové tvorbě. Předkládaný argument se 

zabývá především detailní analýzou jednotlivých povídek. Diskuse je zaměřena 

především na pojetí jazyka (2), vědění (3) a osobnosti (4). Tyto navzájem se ovlivňující 

kapitoly pak tvoří jeden tematický celek Lawrencovského triptychu. Zkoumání těchto 

tří fenoménů je zaměřeno a prováděno v rámci jejich aplikace v Lawrenceově nejkratší 

próze. Struktura práce spoléhá na postupné rozvíjení argumentace jednotlivých kapitol 

kapitolou následující, jež vždy rozšiřuje témata předešlé kapitoly o nové aspekt daného 

problému. Témata těchto tří kapitol (tj. jazyk, vědění a osobnost) jsou nadále zkoumána 

z pohledu „ideálu“ a „ideje“, jež představuje základní stavební kamen Lawrencovy 

filosofie. Diskuse těchto tří témat je uzavřena a zastřešena diachronicky koncipovaným 

dodatkem. Cílem tohoto dodatku není přinášet nové argumenty, ale shrnout a zvýraznit 

ty vývojové aspekty Lawrencovy estetiky, které předchozí, převážně synteticky 

koncipovaná analýza dostatečně neshrnovala.  

Klíčová slova: D. H. Lawrence, povídky, modernismus, jazyk, epistemologie, 

psychologie, prostor. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 David Herbert Lawrence is one of the most important literary figures in English 

literature. The authenticity and originality of his works, i.e. of his novels, poetry 

collections, innumerable longer or shorter theoretical essays, texts of literary criticism, 

two large volumes of collected letters, literary translations, and theatre plays, remain, 

together with over sixty short stories, unmatched. This thesis chooses for its topic the 

last item of this impressive list and focuses its attention on Lawrence’s short fiction. 

The fact, that the reputation of Lawrence’s shorter stories has not reached the heights of 

his best novels introduces an interesting “challenge” to anyone trying to deal with the 

shorter texts. It is certainly not the case that it would be necessary to kill “Lawrence the 

novelist” in order to rescue “Lawrence the short prose writer”. However, Lawrence’s 

popular “Chatterley-image” still seems to have its fingerprints all over him. The aim of 

this thesis is to present a discussion and an interpretation of “Lawrence the short story 

writer”. The benefit of performing such analysis is not simply to ignore the relevance of 

Lawrence’s longer prose but to present other region of Lawrence’s work without 

perceiving it through the often schematizing prism of his novels.  The following 

paragraphs of the introductory section briefly outline the theoretical background 

method, structure, and argument presented in the analysis to follow.   

1.1 Primary Texts 

 

 Despite the fact that “Lawrence’s significance as a writer and author, who, 

together with James Joyce, Virginia Woolf and T.S. Eliot, belongs to the most 

outstanding personas of the modern English and world literature, relies first of all on 

[his] four novels – Sons and Lovers, The Rainbow, Women in Love and Lady 

Chatterley’s Lover”
1
 the discussion in this thesis almost exclusively focused on 

discussing a number of selected aesthetic motives in Lawrence’s shortest fiction. This 

includes first and foremost short stories included in the following collections: Love 

Among the Haystacks and Other Stories, The Prussian Officer and Other Stories, 

England, My England and Other Stories, and The Woman Who Rode Away and Other 

                                                           
1
 Martin Hilský, “Lawrencův plamen života,” D.H. Lawrence, Stíny jara a jiné povídky, trans. Martin 

Hilský (Praha: Odeon, 1989) 418. 
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Stories. The reason behind focusing solely on Lawrence’s shortest fiction, even at the 

cost of not paying any specific attention to Lawrence’s novels or novellas (including the 

popular triad “The Virgin and the Gipsy”, “The Ladybird” or “The Fox”), is first of all, 

an ambition to present the author from a not so often discussed, but all the more 

interesting perspective. Despite this, such approach at the same time presupposes the 

established novel-based knowledge of the traditional Lawrentian scholarship and takes 

the liberty of treating it as implied in the course of the argument.  

This being said, Lawrence’s short texts are understood to represent a fine way 

how to, in a comparative and collage manner, present individual elements of 

Lawrence’s aesthetics and philosophy. This goal is to be achieved by following selected 

aesthetical and philosophical themes from a perspective provided by the individual texts 

and at the same time contrasting them with perspectives provided by other stories. Such 

method, if augmented by Lawrence’s theoretical works, provides a “perspectivist” 

reading of Lawrence’s short texts understood as dynamic “living” units, while at the 

same time presenting the organic wholeness of the selected motives. The presented text 

does not deal in detail with all of the stories from the above mentioned collections but 

tends to pay an increased attention to what might be called a close reading of a number 

of selected stories. These “cardinal stories” analysed in the chapters to follow were 

selected as the most suitable candidates to deliver the often enigmatic nature of the 

discussed themes with respect to their aesthetic qualities.   

1.2 General Structure of the Argument 

 

The thesis focuses on three main spheres of interest taken from Lawrence’s 

aesthetical though: language (2), knowledge (3), and the Self (4). Each of these topics is 

to be discussed in an individual chapter. These chapters form and constitute a coherent 

thematic unity of the Lawrentian “triptych”. The “triphych” forms a coherent and self-

supporting whole, in which the next chapter develops and relies on the previous one 

while developing and extending the original argument. The relevance of choosing to 

discuss language, knowledge and the Self in one whole lies (beyond the general 

relevance and inseparability of these themes) in them being unified under the key 

concept of Lawrence’s philosophical and aesthetic thoughts, i.e. the notion or the theory 

of the “idea” and “idealism”. For Lawrence, all three of these concepts are in a specific 
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way dangerous for any human subject: all of them have the potential to create, maintain, 

and support constructions of false realities and deprive any human being of his or her 

dynamic living activity. Discussion of these “fallacies,” i.e. language, knowledge, and 

the Self, thus goes hand in hand with Lawrence’s lifelong program of their 

deconstruction and overcoming of their negative effects. This “program” represents the 

backbone of Lawrence’s aesthetic practice. The discussion of these three phenomena 

(language, knowledge, Self) is followed by a brief appendix section (5). This chapter 

does not add any new topic or argument to the discussion. Its purpose is to supply the 

text and deepens the existing argument with what might be understood as a diachronic 

supplement and summary of an otherwise prevailingly synchronic study. 

1.3 Theoretical Background and Acknowledgments 

 

The argument presented in the following analysis relies on a number of 

theoretical texts. These can be divided into three categories: (a) Lawrence’s own 

theoretical works, (b) secondary literature dealing with Lawrence, and finally, (c) 

assorted philosophical and anthropological texts. In order to keep the text as close to the 

genius of Lawrence as possible an attempt has been made to incorporate a large number 

of Lawrence’s theoretical texts into the discussion. Lawrence, whose significance as a 

literary critic, theoretician and amateur-philosopher yet remains to be fully 

acknowledged, produced during his relatively short life a number of theoretical works 

whose content is reflected in this thesis and woven into the argument.  

(a) The argument presented in this thesis, as it was said, often relies on 

an interpretation based on Lawrence’s theoretical work and often against general 

tendencies understands and treats Lawrence’s theoretical texts as a fully relevant (not 

only) to understanding and interpreting of Lawrence’s fiction. The first sections of the 

text rely heavily on Lawrence’s psychological, philosophical and other theories in his 

Fantasia of the Unconscious and Psychoanalysis and the Unconscious. These texts are 

later during the argument followed by extracts from Studies in Classic American 

Literature, The Reality of Peace, The Crown, Study of Thomas Hardy and Twilight in 

Italy. The first five of the mentioned titles, being supported by a number of others, form 

the cornerstone of the presented understanding of Lawrence’s theories, or as he himself 

calls them, of his “polyanalytics”. 
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(b) Despite the large number of secondary texts and theorists dealing with 

Lawrence, there are two authors without whose contributions the following theses 

couldn’t have been written. First of all, it is Anna Grmelová’s most complex and 

competent study The Worlds of D. H. Lawrence’s Short Fiction.
2
 This work provided 

invaluable information on Lawrence’s short stories in context of his philosophical 

thought and other prose writing. Grmelová’s work is accompanied by the most inspiring 

works of Martin Hilský, including the relevant chapters of his general context providing 

Modernists
3
 as well as by his compelling studies Lawrencův plamen života or 

Lawrencovo kvarteto lásky a nenávisti
4
. Along with these crucial texts, there is 

a number of article-length studies which deserve to be given their credentials. Among 

the most important ones are: Daniel J. Schneider’s Schopenhauer and the Development 

of D. H. Lawrence’s Psychology,
5
 and Alternatives to Logocentrism in D. H. Lawrence

6
, 

together with David J. Kleinbard’s D. H. Lawrence and Ontological Insecurity. These 

and some other shorter studies, despite their main focus on Lawrence’s novels, provided 

invaluable impulses and stimuli which were later applied in the discussion of the 

selected short prose.  

(c) The arguments developed in this thesis work with and presuppose a number of 

theoretical concepts. Due to their use in the specific context of the following discussion, 

some of these concepts seem to require more preliminary attention and elaboration. 

First of all, it is Michel Foucault’s concept of the “heterotopia” which he most 

explicitly introduced in his 1967 text Des Espace Autres
7
. Here Foucault provides 

a definition of what he calls a “heterotopia” describing it as a “counter-site” existing in 

every “human group” representing a “simultaneously mythic and real contestation of the 

space in which we live”
8
.  Providing a slight modification of Foucault’s idea of 

heterotopia as a necessarily social and community implying site, this thesis relies on 

                                                           
2
 Anna Grmelová, The Worlds of D. H. Lawrence’s Short Fiction (Prague: Karolinum Press, 2001).  

3
 Martin Hilský, Modernisté (Prague: Torst, 1995). 

4
 Martin Hilský, “Lawrencovo kvarteto lásky a nenávisti,” D.H. Lawrence, Women in Love, trans. Martin 

Hilský (Prague: Odeon, 1992). 
5
 Daniel J. Schneider, “Schopenhauer and the Development of D.H. Lawrence’s Psychology,” South 

Atlantic Review, Vol. 48, No. 1 (Jan., 1983) 1 – 19, 14. Oct. 2010 < http://www.jstor.org/stable/3199509 

>.   
6
 Daniel J. Schneider, “Alternatives to Logocentrism in D.H. Lawrence,” South Atlantic Review, Vol. 51, 

No. 2 (May, 1986) 35-47, 14. Oct. 2010 < http://www.jstor.org/stable/3199347 >.   
7
 Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces, Heterotopias,” trans. Jay Miskowiec, 21. Oct. 2010  

< http://foucault.info/documents/heteroTopia/foucault.heteroTopia.en.html >. 
8
 Foucault 3. 

http://foucault.info/documents/heteroTopia/foucault.heteroTopia.en.html
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something what might be called a “personal heterotopia”. Using the essence of the 

Foucault’s idea, the argument of this thesis understands heterotopia in a more intimate 

and personal mood, i.e. as a principle that is, opposing the idea of homogenous physical 

space, standing more for a subjective “perspective” of an individual. The heterotopia 

thus becomes a crucial concept in the place-bound character of the individual 

knowledge-production argument, so crucial for the second half of the thesis.  

 Such reinterpretation of Foucault’s paradigm allows us to use it more accurately 

in the analysis of the phenomenon of place in Lawrence’s stories and at the same time 

to connect it with the key concepts of the topological tradition: topophilia and 

topoanalysis. These two terms, associated with the theories of Gaston Bachelard
9
, 

present the main motive for modifying Foucault’s notion of heterotopia. In this way, 

Bachelard’s emphasis on the “inner” and “intimate” - if applied on the “external” of 

Foucault’s heterotopia - becomes redefined as a special, heterogeneous, and often 

defamiliarising site. Putting together Foucault’s and Bachelard’s notions opens a wholly 

new perspective to the analysis of Lawrence’s stories from both inner and outer 

perspective, from the internal life being projected into the external, from the depth of 

the psyche to the material substance of the physical space. In addition to the above 

mentioned theorist, a considerable attention is paid to Lawrence’s affinity with Arthur 

Schopenhauer and Friedrich Nietzsche (using an inspiring work of Colin Milton: 

Lawrence and Nietzsche: A Study of Influence)
10

 whom both Lawrence admired and 

critically assessed and assimilated into his theories.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
9
 See: Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, trans. Maria Jolas (New York: Orion Press, 1964) 3 -19. 

10
 Colin Milton, Lawrence and Nietzsche: A Study of Influence (Aberdeen: Aberdeen University Press, 

1987). 
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2. ON LANGUAGE 

“There was always confusion in speech. Yet it must be spoken.”
11

 

 

Language, being the medium of every literary work of art, beyond doubt 

represents a fundamental issue to deal with for everyone who is seriously “interested” in 

the act of writing. D. H. Lawrence is not an exception to this maxim. Quite the opposite 

being true, D. H. Lawrence represents one of the authors whose awareness of the 

phenomenon of language (with all its tricks and paradoxes) becomes one of the key 

features of his work and thought. The phenomenon of language as it is dealt with by 

Lawrence in his short fiction is going to be the main focus of this chapter. 

Since Lawrence’s preoccupation with language continually acquires the status of 

a common knowledge and since a great mass of text has been written on Lawrence’s 

attitude to language in general and especially in relation to Lawrence’s novels, the 

attention is now to be focused on a relatively narrow but all the more important aspect 

of Lawrence’s understanding of language as it is presented in his short stories. This 

particular chapter, and consequently the rest of this paper, explores the following 

aspects of the nature of language as they are to be found in Lawrence´s short texts: 

(a) language and its paradoxical nature, (b) language as a form of idealism, and finally, 

(c) language as a medium of individuation. 

2.1 The Paradox of Language (a) 

“Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent.”
12

 

   

The first notion that is to be presented in this chapter is based on the fact that the 

major part of the language problematic in D. H. Lawrence’s short fiction is a matter of 

the paradoxical nature of verbal communication. Lawrence’s texts try to solve, avoid or 

at least minimise this paradox by experimenting with various ways and means of 

non/extra-verbal communication. The fundamental idea behind the paradox of language 

is that: any information, as soon as it is verbalised and communicated to others, 

                                                           
11

 D. H. Lawrence, Women In Love (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002) 173. 
12

 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus logico-philosophicus, trans. D. F. Pears and B. F. McGuinness 

(London: Routledge, 1994) 7. 
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becomes indispensably deformed by the very process of verbalisation and yet, the 

necessity to communicate using words remains or seems to remain our only option for 

a complex informational exchange. The reason for this is that the process of 

verbalisation is by definition a conscious process. This being said, the process of 

verbalisation in fact requires a “translation” of a concept from the sphere of the 

unconscious to the sphere of the conscious
13

. Because of this, to verbalise one’s “inner 

data” often means to rationalise the ungraspable. This is true especially in cases when 

one attempts to communicate any information of an inner and/or subjective character, 

such as emotions, feelings, or simply any concepts which are “utterly non-ideal, non-

mental, purely dynamic, [or] a matter of dynamic polarized intercourse of vital 

vibrations, as an exchange of wireless messages, which are never translated from pulse-

rhythm into speech, because they have no need to be.”
14

 “Closely linked with conscious 

awareness, language normally shares [with it] its shallow and derivative character”
15

 

and so the process of verbalisation represents a sort of “compression” to an objective 

and inter-subjectively valid pattern of communication predating the existence of 

an individual subject. Such compression is in D. H. Lawrence’s fiction necessarily 

accompanied by a loss of the intended meaning. This loss is (talking in Lawrentian 

terms) amplified by the differences in personality, character or simply sensual and 

cognitive dispositions of those who attempt to communicate. This is even complicated 

by the stress Lawrence puts on differences between the two sexes, i.e. by the mere fact, 

that: “Women and men are dynamically different, in everything. Even in the mind, 

where we seem to meet, [they] are really utter strangers.”
16

 Due to these comments, one 

in fact cannot wonder that a frictionless communication is something Lawrentian 

characters can only dream of. 

First of all, it is important to realize that language represents (at least from 

a temporally limited point of view of the speaker) a fixed system of arbitrary signs, 

“an aggregate of signs we have established in order to be able to talk about things we 

find around us and the meaning/denotation of the sign is the thing or the entity this sign 

                                                           
13

 This is especially true with attempts to verbalise moods, inner feelings or emotion in general. However, 

it is also true for attempts to verbalise suppressed non-mental and unconscious knowledge Lawrence in 

his psychology and epistemology so heavily relies on.   
14

 D. H. Lawrence, “Fantasia of the Unconscious,” Fantasia of the Unconscious/Psychoanalysis and the 

Unconscious (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books 1975) 70. 
15

 Milton 111. 
16

 Lawrence, Fantasia 188. 
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refers to.”
17

 The conventional character of such language structure, that is its 

“objectivity” and its - as Nietzsche would put it - “social and herd nature”, is the 

fundamental reason for its successful functioning in society. Even because of this 

language necessarily works with a certain degree of generalisation and simplification. 

This sort of simplification does not cause any significant problems in the routine of 

everyday communication, or while communicating words denoting some common 

empirical objects of the outer world. The main reason for this is that these objects are, 

so to say, for everyone to see and thus their objectivity is in a way granted. Antithetical 

to this comes the state of “inner experiences” of individual speakers, whose emotional 

states and motives are known exclusively to themselves. As Colin Milton along with 

Lawrence and Nietzsche argues, it is because verbal language developed as a social tool 

focused on the description of the res extensa of the outer world experience “that the 

conscious registers ʻouterʼ experience far more fully and accurately than the ʻinnerʼ 

events. The conscious mind has developed because of our need to recognise and relate 

to the things and people around us and the most important part of what goes on inside us 

normally does not enter our consciousness.”
18

 

Lawrence himself seems to be perfectly aware of the fact that the medium of 

verbalised language is not able to grasp all of the nuances of meaning in order to 

sufficiently ex-press subject’s intentions. Yet, it is exactly these nuances, these 

deviations from the pre-existing general/objective linguistic pattern, which play 

a constitutive role in the formation of the individuality of different speakers in their 

attempt to verbalise their inner selves. This very act of expression in order to 

communicate oneself to others or even in order to communicate one’s feeling to one’s 

mind that is source of some fundamental complications. The question we ask ourselves 

together with Lawrence is:  How can the pre/extra-mental concepts be successfully 

grasped and transferred by a conscious and mental process which language beyond 

doubt is? How can one rationalize the unconscious and its drives? How can one 

verbalise oneself? For what is verbalisation but rationalisation? 

The moment of expressing oneself (that is expressing one’s unconscious and 

pre-mental concepts) is the moment when the struggle against the tyranny of the mental 

and ego-conscious logocentrism achieves its primal significance and turns into the 

                                                           
17

 J. Peregrin, Význam a struktura (Prague: OIKOYMENH, 1999) 9. 
18

 Milton 107. 
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struggle for the very freedom and authenticity of signification. It is, as Anna Grmelová 

puts it: “a permanent struggle to stretch Wittgenstein’s net under which [one] has to 

crawl.”
19

 Accommodating Nietzschean ideas to his own thought, Lawrence soon 

realized not only: “that words and knowledge do not correspond to being but also that 

mental or ideal statements cannot be taken as honest versions of speaker’s intention.”
20

 

In this way, it continually becomes more apparent that Lawrence’s struggle for a more 

liberal and thus more individual form of expression
21

 devoid the necessity to fixate the 

message into a “finished mental concepts” i.e. words, stands in a close relation with 

“a positive belief in modes of being which do not necessarily require language for their 

transmission.”
22

 The very notion of “authenticity” with regard to communication and 

verbality is in a most interesting way developed in one of Lawrence’s stories “A Chapel 

and A Hay Hut Among the Mountains”. In this fascinating “pilgrim story”
23

 the two 

main characters – a more or less classical Lawrentian pair - undertake a mountain trip to 

the Tyrolese Alps. Chance or perhaps fate has it that they are forced to seek a shelter 

from the rain in an old chapel which stands as a beacon of light in the midst of the 

darkening mountains. As it turns out, the chapel becomes a shrine of a “sacred 

language”. The reader gets an almost religiously exalted description of the place by the 

main character who, in the following extract with a mixture of unexpected emotional 

intensity on one hand and picturesque simplicity on the other, introduces the dream like 

quality of his experience with the place. The passage deserves to be quoted in full:  

“It was a wooden hut, just like a model, with a black old wreath hanging on 

the door. There was a click of the latch in the cold, watchful silence of the upper 

mountains, and we entered. By the grey darkness coming from the inside we made 

out a tiny chapel, candles on the altar and a whole covering of ex-voto pictures on 

the walls, and four little praying-benches. It was all close and snug as a box. 

Feeling quite safe, and exalted in this rare, upper shadow, I lit the candles, all. 

Point after point of flame flowed out on the night. There were six. Then I took off 

my rucksack, and rejoiced, my heart at home. The walls of the chapel were covered 

close with naked little pictures, painted by peasants on wood, and framed with little 

frames. I glanced round, saw the cows and the horses on the green meadows, the 

                                                           
19

 Grmelová 36. 
20

 Schneider, Logocentrism 35. 
21

 In such respect this Lawrentian problem shares some considerable similarities with the classical 

Wittgensteinean debates on possibility of private language. 
22

 Grmelová 157. 
23

 For the “pilgrim stories” or “pilgrimage” see especially page 58. 
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men on their knees in their houses, and I was happy as if I had found myself among 

the angels. ʻWhat a wonderful luckʼ I said to Anita.”
24

 

The initial description of the chapel in a way speaks for itself: the chapel 

represents a space that is clearly set into a dialectical opposition to the hostile 

environment, not only as a place of shelter from the darkness and cold of the mountain 

forest, but also as a place of a “quietness, peace and safety” where one rejoices and 

exalts because his heart and not only his dry feet feels at home. From this perspective 

the scene reminds one of a scene of performing some sort of sacred and half forgotten 

ritual (the wreath is old and black but the candles are still there ready to be lit), a ritual 

that is unbidden but somehow implied (I lit the candles, all). The chapel is a place 

guarded by the “watchful silence of the upper mountains”. these mountains hear (or 

feel?) every click of a latch in the cold and are treasuring meanings available to those 

who care enough to take off their rucksack and let themselves be enchanted. The 

description of the place is notably affected by the narrator being overwhelmed by 

an increasing torrent of sensation. As a result of this, his verbal language disintegrates 

and becomes fragmentary. The process of accommodation of his impressions into 

a verbalised form is no longer fully successful and his utterances are no longer fluent 

(which indicated by an overuse of comas, as it is in the sentence: “Feeling quite safe, 

and exalted in this rare, upper shadow, I lit the candles, all.”). In the increasing spirit of 

a spellbound fascination the narrator continues in expressing his sentiments concerning 

the place and its treasures: 

“...I was bound to look at the little pictures. I climbed on to a bench. Anita 

stood on the open doorway like a disconsolate, eternal angel. The light of the six 

dusky tapers glimmered on her discontented mouth. Behind her, I could see tips of 

fir branches just illuminated, and then the night.”
25

 

The intensity of sensation has awakened narrator’s imagination and slowly 

influences his cognitive processes. It is quite obvious that under the influence of the 

place he starts to project his until that moment slumbering imagination and suppressed 

subjectivity. The frequency of the pronoun “I” increases and his impressions are to get 

new unexpected meanings. The vision culminates and as women are appearing to be 

“disconsolate, eternal angels”, the vision moves from the real to the surreal: 
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“She [Anita] turned and was gone like darkness into the darkness. I heard 

her boots upon the stones. Then I turned to the little pictures I loved. Perched upon 

the praying-desk, I looked at one, and then another.” 

At this moment even the very language of the narrator becomes as if consisting 

of individual images or “little pictures”: idiosyncratic use of word order, punctuation, 

and sentence structure seem to be helping to this metamorphosis by creating natural 

meaning units and intonation wholes each one corresponding to the individual 

impressions or “image units” that rise in front of the narrator.
26

 As if intending to stress 

this effect, the narrator uses almost no linking expressions at all. This naturally adds to 

the idea that an impression of such intensity cannot be successfully verbalised and 

instead transforms itself into a sort of “vital meaningful rhythm”. Such iconic language 

becomes more and more analogous to the picture-writings the narrator perceives 

hanging on the chapel walls. The process goes even further when the narrator fully 

assimilates these pictures (or they assimilate him). At the given moment he not only 

loves them (see the preceding quotation) but they seem “like his own soul talking to 

him”: 

“They [the pictures] were picture-writings that seemed like my own soul talking to me. 

They were really little pictures for God, because horses, cows and men and women and 

mountains, are His own language. How should He read German and English and Russian, like 

a schoolmaster? These peasants could trust him to understand their pictures: they were not sure 

that he would concern Himself with their written script.” 

This passage clearly sets the verbalized/written script into an opposition with the 

natural image/iconic language of the ex-voto pictures. This type of language represents 

a language that comes from and grows from an emotional substance and thus provokes 

emotional and subjective forms of meaning, i.e. meaning based on an individual 

consociation more than on an objective and arbitrary denotation. The iconic depiction is 
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in fact to be described as an incomplete symbol. The full meaning of this symbol is 

accessible after and only after an individual unconsciously projects his individuality into 

the symbol in order to make it meaningful. The meaning thus becomes located in 

an individual speaker and not in an objective system of word distribution. It becomes 

something that “cannot be conceived, it can be only experienced, in every single 

instance:”
27

  

“I was looking at a pale blue picture. That was a bedroom, where a woman 

lay in bed, and a baby lay in a cradle not far away. The bed was blue and, it seemed 

to be falling out of the picture, so it gave me a feeling of fear and insecurity. [...] 

The woman lay looking straight at me, from under the huge, blue-striped 

overbolster. Her pink face was round like a penny’s doll, with the same round 

stare. And the baby, like a pink-faced farthing doll, also stared roundly. [...] I 

looked at them. And I knew I was the husband looking and wondering. [...] [T]he 

husband did not appear himself. [...] He [the husband] could not sum it up, and 

explain it, this vision of his life suffering in a child-birth, and then lying still and at 

peace with the baby in the cradle. He could not make head or tail of it. But at least 

he could represent it, and hang it up like a mirror in front of the eyes of God, giving 

the statement even if he could get no explanation. And he was satisfied. And so, 

perforce, was I, though my heart began to knock for knowledge.”
28

 

The vision of language, as it is presented in the last quotation, is a vision of 

a language working without the schematizing effect of verbal language. Language as the 

one presented here is understood as finding itself in a sharp opposition to the conscious, 

objective, and logical pattern of verbal language with all its negative levelling and 

meaning neutralizing effects. It is precisely the phenomenon of the incomplete symbol 

that makes it possible to customize the meaning of a particular information or image to 

the subjective experience of an individual language user. Moreover, because it may not 

be “summed up or explained”, it is not subject to any rationalizing reduction: such 

an image can be only “shown and not told”. There is no verbal expression to sum it up 

properly without a loss of what is vital. In his familiar work Tractatus Logico-

philosophicus Ludwig Wittgenstein describes the difference between what can be told 

and what can be only shown and suggests that: “There is indeed the inexpressible. This 
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shows itself; it is the mystical.”
29

 It is precisely that which can be only shown what is at 

stake while talking about the loss of meaning during the process of verbalisation.  

The above presented discussion illustrates a type of language for which it is 

possible to transmit the message in its fullness and wholeness because its meaning is not 

created in the objective sphere of language system but in the minds and in the 

unconsciousness of individual subjects, who take active part in the meaning creation 

process and are not reduced to the passivity of mere recipients. Each of the individual 

pictures that are to be found in the chapel represents one “meaning unit” – one image. 

Language based or divided into natural “meaning units” rather than on artificial and 

arbitrary “words units” thus seems to be more suited for the transmission of non-mental 

and unconscious meanings. The introduction of a meaning unit larger and somehow 

more subject-based than the artificial word-unit is in a state of full consistency with 

Lawrence’s emphasis on the dynamic character of being. The information being 

conveyed by verbal language is, according to Lawrence, always fixed and represents 

ideal mental states of the ego. Thus “language, considered as instrument of the ego or 

ideal self, is always the enemy of truth and sincerity.”
30

 Lawrence, drawing heavily on 

William James’s familiar idea of the stream of consciousness, sets the changing nature 

of the self and its being against the fixed pattern and system of verbal language. The 

very institution of verbal language is from this perspective to be understood as a form of 

idealism fixing the natural motion of being into a dead mechanism. “Language, 

purporting to represent the real world, represents the world only as a human idea”
31

 and 

in this manner creates “a pin which was pushed through it, like an impaled fly vainly 

buzzing.”
32

 

The problematic and paradoxical nature of language is to be traced in a variety 

of ways throughout a number of Lawrence’s stories. As it was already suggested earlier 

in the text, one of the most explicit manifestations of this phenomenon is the 

impossibility to articulate one’s feelings. The very act of transfer of the subtle and 

evasive emotional matter stands at the very heart of the short story called “New Eve and 

Old Adam”. This particular short story, which is first of all significant as a typical 

example of Lawrentian “to and fro” relationship, bears some important traces of 
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an individual being incapable of verbalising his or her most inner feelings. Being driven 

by “the absolute need which one has for some sort of satisfactory mental attitude 

towards oneself and things in general [which] makes one try to abstract some definite 

conclusions from ones experience”
33

, the story insofar illustrates “situations in which 

the characters are in power of forces they are not able to comprehend (states of being 

and the search for a way to express them).”
34

 During the narrative the two main 

protagonists, Paola and Peter Moest, are portrayed during a “battle [...] so many married 

people fight without knowing why.”
35

 The following extract depicts a section of this 

battle considering the degree of commitment to their mutual relationship. The dialogue 

goes as follows:  

“'May I ask you, how I use you up as you say?' he asked. She was silent a 

moment, trying to get her feeling into words. Then she shook her hand at him 

passionately, and took the cigarette from her mouth. 'By – by following me about – 

by not leaving me alone. You give me no peace – I don´t know what you do, but it 

is something ghastly.' Again the hard stroke of rage went down his mind. 'It is very 

vague,' he said. 'I know!' she cried. 'I can’t put it into words – but there it is. You – 

you don´t love. I pour myself out to you, and then – there is nothing there – you 

simply aren’t there.' He was silent for some time. His jaw had set hard with fury 

and hate. 'We have come to the incomprehensible, he said.'”
36

  

The core of the depicted problem seems to rest in the general (or perhaps only 

Paola’s) disability to clearly state ones emotion and fill ones utterances with any deeper 

meaning. Paola’s speech is full of expressions with no clear denotation, full of pronouns 

and dramatic pauses, as if “the melody of her soul ... [was] numbed by the murmur of 

her whole soul answering at once[,] [...] like bees in a lime tree, hidden altogether, so 

that the tree seems to be speaking saying and saying nothing.”
37

 For someone like Peter, 

someone “always aware of the practical side of the case, and the appearances”,
38

 this 

“incoherent vibrating hum” of Paola’s represents a semantic gesture beyond his 

understanding: “He [simply] could not understand what she said about his using her and 
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giving her nothing in return.”
39

 Setting other important issues present in this shorts story 

aside and focussing solely on the problem of verbalising one’s feelings, it is possible to 

observe the following: First of all, on its surface the dialogue depicts a routine of two 

people who are no longer able to communicate with each other. This is perfectly true, 

though, it is important to realize, that the source of the communicative tension resulting 

from this disability to rationalize and verbalise one’s feelings is far more complex and 

complicated. 

The process of verbalisation fails on two levels: on an inter-subjective level, as 

well as, and perhaps more importantly, on a purely subjective level. The key to the 

understanding of how these two levels work together and interact is personified by 

the character of Paola and her being “ill inside”. Furthermore, it almost seems as if all 

the impossibility to make things clear in-between the two was caused by Paola’s 

obsession to articulate “herself to herself” as “her voice had become quite impersonal 

again, as if she were talking to herself.”
40

 The impossibility to translate Paola’s feelings 

to her husband is primarily caused by her inability to translate these to herself, to 

rationalize her drives and impulses and by this expression or understanding to get 

control over them. All of these feelings are for Lawrence symptomatic of the “bitter 

necessity of the man’s heart to express itself.”
41

 Her struggle with her husband can from 

this perspective be understood only as a symptom of this “disease” of the self and of her 

“fluctuation and desire for intimacy and at the same time fear of annihilation.”
42

 “It was 

as if she battled with herself in him. Her green dress reflected in the silver, against the 

red of the firelight.”
43

 In the “New Eve and Old Adam” short story, it was possible to 

observe the failure of verbal language to process and control the fluid essence of being 

and its disability to function as a medium of communication between two people whose 

natures are to different and somehow not attuned to each other. 

The idea of being “attuned to someone’s circuit”, so to say, represents 

an interesting turn in Lawrence’s handling of the paradoxical and problematic nature of 

language. It is manifested in certain character’s (dis)ability to verbally communicate 

with each other with a difficult degree of success. This “degree of success” can be 
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delineated by two most obvious and extreme examples from Lawrentian short fiction, 

one of them involving a situation of two interlocutors being so distant that they are 

stated to be “beyond each other” as in the early 1910 short story “A Fly in the 

Ointment” or, more humorously, in the later tale “Glad Ghosts”. In the former short 

story, the main character surprises a thief in his house and, despite the fact that he tries 

to talk to the intruder, he eventually ends up realising that any mutual understanding is 

impossible due to a complete lack of what he calls a “fellow feeling”: “Then [I thought] 

of him with his dirty clothes and his nasty skin. 'Well,' I said, 'you are beyond me.' He 

gave me a narrow leering look from his sore eyes. 'You don’t know everything,' he said, 

in contempt. I sat and wondered. And I knew I could not understand him, that I had no 

fellow feeling with him. He was something beyond me. 'Well,' said I, helplessly, 'you’d 

better go. But for God’s sake steal in different streets.'” 

On the other hand, “Glad Ghosts”, a late-style Lawrentian magic-realistic tale 

based on some extraordinary communicational situations between the world of the 

living with the world of the dead on one hand and between the world of aristocracy (the 

Lathkills) and world of the common on the other, stresses a similar topic to “A Fly in 

the Ointment”.  From the very beginning of his presence in the mansion of his 

aristocratic hosts - the Lathkill’s – Mark (the main hero) undergoes a curious, slightly 

humorous, difficulty. “Everybody in the house, except Carlotta and Lord Lathkill, 

seemed to murmur under their breath.”
44

 Even “[the] servant [who] appeared in the 

doorway, [was] murmuring something [I] could not hear.”
45

 Perhaps this would be the 

reason for our hero Mark to observe that: “The other people were stone.” And that: “It 

was like talking to a chasm.”
46

 To begin with this into some extent trivial example will 

be hopefully helpful to the further progress in the discussion of the language dilemmas 

and show that there is no simple or one sided solution to these. 

This failure to understand the utterances of the other can be interpreted and used 

as a support for the argument that verbal language alone is incapable of establishing any 

sort of a more advanced degree of understanding between two “spiritually 

incompatible” individuals. What is important to stress here is that: it is not the point that 

two individuals who are affiliated by their natural magnetism or fellow feeling 
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shouldn’t or needn’t communicate verbally. The point indeed is that if the two do not 

share such “fellow feeling” or as Lawrence puts it the “natural magnetism”, no verbal 

language whatsoever can bring them closer to each other and establish a connection 

between them. Such two individuals remain “unrecognised to each other” and they 

become mutually unintelligible: a situation common in a number of Lawrence’s stories, 

such as: “In Love”, “The Princess”, “The Christening”, “Two Blue Birds”, “The Shades 

of Spring”, “The Horse-dealer’s Daughter” or “Daughters of Vicar”. For example in the 

last text mentioned it was again possible to encounter a married pair – Mary and Mr. 

Massy - whose life together is reduced to a social function and duty. Their verbal 

communication is reduced by their mechanical way of life and so there is no wonder 

that an expression of his wife will would render Mr Massy completely “at a loss”:  “[Mr 

Massy] heard the will in his wife’s voice, and was at a loss. Her language was 

unintelligible to him.”
47

  

The impossibility to recognise someone as a human being and not merely as 

a function of a machine or a particle in some system equals to, as Lawrence puts it, 

an impossibility: “to create a living relation.”
48

 This is to a great extent mirrored in the 

way different people address each other and communicate. Language understood in this 

way functions as a means of recognition and as a marker of individuation (c). In the 

stories from the military environment, as well as in numerous other stories some of the 

characters are considered as mere functions by others. In these, we are able to encounter 

the crudest type of verbal language: a language that is superficial, reductive and 

working on the surface only. It is the language of the function. Being designed to 

express such function it is necessarily limited in its extend as well as in its meaning. Its 

meaning is empty and is subjected to the laws of causality: questions have their 

readymade answer, the patterns of communication are given and every situation has its 

standardized description. It is the language of the ego, language of the signifier with no 

connection to the signified, with no referent or denotation; in its very essence it is 

antithetical of being. Individuals “subjected” to this type of language conform to it in 

a manner of the young orderly from “The Prussian Officer” short story who was 

“obeying so humbly and mechanically” with only “the outside of his body”
49

 or the 
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horse dealer’s daughter Mabel who “did not share the same life with her brothers” and 

was considered only a function of their household being hardly talked at or around her 

“for so many years, that she hardly heard [other] at all.”
50

 Even the doctor who entered 

the house “looked at her, but did not address her [nor] greeted her.”
51

  

This observation may be expressed by the following generalisation: the more 

one recognises the other in his or her being the more he or she tends to employ the 

mechanical language of a function. The language of being is only for those who 

embrace it in its wholeness and causeless nature. Mechanical language alone exists only 

as the language of the function lacks any signification and is utterly devoid of meaning 

unable to deliver the “melodies of individual’s souls”.  

2.2 Language as a Form of Idealism (b) 

“Ideal and material are identical.”
52

 

 

In his study Fantasia and Unconscious Lawrence continually develops yet 

another aspects of the problematic nature of verbal language capturing the living 

dynamism of being. According to Lawrence, it is not possible to successfully express 

an idea until it is presented in its complete dynamic environment, which means, unless 

it is captured as a finished result of dynamic
53

 causes. As he puts it: “no idea is ever 

perfectly expressed until its dynamic cause is finished. [...] [T]o continue to put into 

dynamic effect an already perfected idea means the nullification of all living activity, 

the substitution of mechanism, and all the resultant horrors of ennui, ecstasy, 

neurasthenia, and collapsing psyche.”
54

 Viewed from this perspective, verbal language 

using artificially perfected ideas, i.e. dead words, instead of dynamic “meaning units” 

represents the most deadly form of the life-numbing and reality obscuring idealism. 

Meaning is forged into a word which introduces the mechanical principle into the living 

organism of being. The word artificially and ego-consciously cuts out a segment of life 
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and turns it into a particle in the machinery of verbal language. Language thereby turns 

into a giant mechanism, which makes: “[t]he whole tree of our idea of life a living [...] 

dead”
55

 only by using ideas - “the most dangerous germs mankind has ever been 

injected with.”
56

 One solution of this situation is expressed in an organic metaphor of 

touch. Here Lawrence claims that: “[t]he idea, the tactual idea must rise ever fresh, ever 

displaced, like the leaves of a tree, from out of the quickness of the snap, and according 

to the for ever incalculable effluence of the great dynamic centres of life. The tree of life 

is a gay kind of tree that is for ever dropping its leaves and budding out afresh, quite 

different ones.”
57

 

Lawrence’s opposition against the artificial nature of verbal communication and 

its embodiment – the arbitrary “word-unit” with its static (i.e. non-dynamic) nature - 

will become more clear after considering his essay The Dragon of the Apocalypse. Here 

Lawrence presents a natural and dynamic counterpart to the “detested” word, i.e. the 

“symbol”. Lawrence states that: “Symbols are organic units of consciousness with a life 

of their own, and you can never explain them away, because their value is dynamic, 

emotional, belonging to the sense-consciousness of the body and soul, and not simply 

mental. [...] They [symbols] don’t mean ʻsomethingʼ. They stand for units of human 

feeling, human experience. A complex of human experience is a symbol. And the power 

of the symbol is to arouse the deep emotional self, and the dynamic self, beyond 

comprehension.”
58

 

As it was argued, verbal language constantly demonstrates itself as a form of 

an idealism creating falsified/imaginary structures covering the world of reality by 

replacing it with fixed the “dead” world of “finished causalities”. The discussion above 

tried to illustrate and convey the idea of this fixity and mechanical quality of language 

understood as an ideal system. As Lawrence claims by: 

 “idealism we understand the motivizing of the great affective sources by 

ideas mentally derived. As for example the incest motive which is first and 

foremost a logical deduction made by human reason, even if unconsciously made, 

and secondly is introduced into the affective passional sphere, where it now 

proceeds to serve as a principle for action. This motivizing of the passional sphere 
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from the ideal is the final peril of human consciousness. It is the death of all 

spontaneous, creative life, and the substituting of mechanical principle. It is 

obvious that the ideal becomes mechanical principle, if it be applied to the affective 

soul as a fixed motive. An ideal established in control of the passionate soul is no 

more and no less than a supreme machine-principle. And a machine, as we know is 

the active unit of material world. Thus we see how it is that in the end pure 

idealism is identical with pure materialism, and the most ideal peoples are the most 

completely material. Ideal and material are identical. The ideal is but the god in the 

machine – the little fixed, machine-principle which works the human psyche 

automatically.”
59

   

Despite what was said, it is highly important to make explicit the following: it is 

true that we have established verbal language as an “ideal established in control of the 

passionate soul”. However, as it was mentioned, verbal language is not to be understood 

as “ideal and thus evil” so to say per se but only in the case it is not given the right place 

in the human life understood in its complexity and wholeness. This Lawrence expresses 

in his booklet The Psychoanalysis of the Unconscious: “[t]o stress any one mode, any 

one interchange, is to hinder all, and to cause corruption in the end.”
60

 This maxim 

applies for verbal language as an exclusive means of communication as well as to any 

other one sided or limited perspective applied. The knowledge of verbal language (as 

well as any other forms of knowledge) thus may, and in fact is supposed to be, “put into 

its true place in the living activity of man.”
61

 This indeed may be understood as the one 

and only possible solution to the language and all its paradoxes and avoiding the 

idealism of language. 

Accordingly to what was stated earlier in the text, the main characteristic of 

verbal language according to Lawrence is its stabilizing character turning dynamic and 

spontaneous being into mechanical cause-and-effect relationship so characteristic of 

idealism. Returning back to passage from the short story “A Chapel and A Hay Hut 

among the Mountains”, it will at once be possible to perceive the dynamic nature of the 

painted images. This dynamic nature lies in the fact that the way these affect the 

potential observer differs from one individual to another and thus preserves life in its 

manifold nuances. The pictures are not fixed entities producing universal effect upon 
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each observer since they do not catch him or her into the cause-and-effect relationship. 

This comes as consistent with Lawrence’s claim that: the “[c]ause-and-effect won’t 

explain even the individuality of a single dandelion.  There is no assignable cause, and 

no logical reason, for individuality. On the contrary, individuality appears in defiance of 

all scientific law, in defiance even of reason.”
62

 Thereby, the answer to the picture’s 

vocation has to be understood as being individual and unpredictable, dynamic and 

spontaneous, as well as having its locus in the subjectivity of the individual rather in the 

mechanism of objectively founded language. 

In one of his arguably most entertaining stories called “Two Blue Birds” 

Lawrence with his typical late-style detached-irony explores this very phenomenon of 

language machinery. The story once again introduces a married couple. Typically, as it 

could be perceived from the preceding discussion of “New Eve and Old Adam” short 

story, the marriage is undergoing some peculiar difficulties. The very first sentence of 

the text lets us know that: “There was a woman who loved her husband, but she could 

not live with him. The husband, on his side, was sincerely attached to his wife, yet he 

could not live with her.”
63

 This time Lawrence treats the couple in a slightly different 

way than in his earlier piece (“New Eve and Old Adam”): a woman torn between two or 

more motivating impulses struggling to gain control of herself is not what is to be 

expected this time. The opposite is true, the wife from “Two Blue Birds” story is 

a rather self-aware sharp-witted woman in her late thirties who has spent her last three 

years of her marriage as far from her husband as possible. She knew why: “the marriage 

spoilt them for one another.”
64

 Despite all of this the couple managed to solve the 

situation by living separate lives and at the rare moments together they were, perhaps to 

enjoy the situation as much as possible, “awfully kind to each other”. During one of this 

“rare moments” there comes the time to explore the character of the husband by 

performing an analysis of his language. 

“Two Blue Birds” story represents, from the point of view of discussing verbal 

language as a medium of dehumanisation and mechanisation, an extremely useful 

example. The above mentioned husband employs a secretary to whom he dictates his 

authorial pieces. The relationship between the dictating husband and his scribbling 
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secretary eventually becomes the sole subject of his wife’s reflection, despise and 

eventual condemnation:  

“Under the spicy balls of the mimosa she thought of that husband of hers in 

his library, and of the neat, competent but common little secretary of his, for ever 

taking down what he said! ʻHow a man can stand it! How she can stand it, common 

little thing as she is, I don´t know!ʼ the wife cried to herself. She meant this 

dictating business, this ten hour a day intercourse, á deux, with nothing but a pencil 

between them, and a flow of words.”
65

  

Interestingly enough, the main objection of the wife is not an act of jealousy (as 

one would expect). Quite on the contrary, the “pencil and a flow of words” between her 

husband and his secretary seems to be an impenetrable barrier enough for the wife not 

to worry. What the wife objects against, meditating under the “spicy balls of the 

mimosa”, is the “mimetising” secretary and the way her husband treated her in her 

“competence”:  

“In the silence of the midnight she heard his voice in the distance, dictating 

away, like the voice of God to Samuel, alone and monotonous, and she imagined 

the little figure of the secretary busily scribbling shorthand. Than in the morning, 

while he was still in bed – he never rose till noon – from another distance came the 

sharp insect-noise of a typewriter, like some immense grasshopper chirping and 

rattling. It was the secretary, poor thing, typing out his notes. [...] She did far more 

than he did, for she had not only to take down all those words he uttered, she had to 

type them out make three copies, while he was still resting.”
66

  

The fixedness and the mechanical bossy arrogance of her husband’s words and the 

way his competent secretary puts them all down disgusted the wife more than anything. 

The very act of a mechanical and thoughtless transfer made her reflect on her husband 

even more:  

“He was adorably whimsical, with a twist of his flexible, vain mouth, that 

had a long upper lip, so fraught with vanity! [...] Imagine a wife writing down 

anything her husband said to her! But a secretary! Every and and but of his she 

preserves for ever. What are candied violets in comparison!”
67
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No wonder that a man dictating monotonously for “ten hours a day” with a “vague 

rhythm [in] his words” becomes more of a function than of a man. No wonder that the 

effect of his speech, no matter how vain it is, on his secretary becomes mechanising. 

The secretary loves and mindlessly adores her “dictator” and his ideal speech
68

. She 

herself becomes a typewriter since her master’s language reduces her to one: the more 

“competent and reliable”, the more mechanical, the less alive “shorthand-scribbling 

absorbed secretary”. In fact, her competence becomes one with blindness as she 

uncritically puts down anything he “dictates”. In doing so, she turn into a mechanism 

who (or which?) is no longer able to recognise when the monotonous words stops and 

her own life begins. This is most poetically as well as whimsically demonstrated by the 

two birds in the garden scene. In this, the secretary in her fervour does put down the 

words of the husband repelling the birds during their dictating session. The secretary 

gives no resistance to her “dictator”. She is a mere passivity, a mere particle in the 

cause-and-effect relationship with her master and in the slavish devotion to him and the 

“flow of his words”. All of this is symbolized by the relation verbal language sets in-

between them disabling to recognise each other as living beings but as mere functions. 

She becomes “the dead mirror of things” mimetic and lacking the “spontaneous 

creativity of all being”:  

“He [the husband] was dictating a magazine article about the modern novel. 

ʻWhat a modern novel lacks is architecture.ʼ ʻGood God! Architecture! He might 

just as well say: What the modern novel lacks is whalebone, or a teaspoon, or a 

tooth stopped. Yet the secretary took it down, took it down, took it down! No, this 

could not go on. It was more than flesh and blood could bare!ʼ”
69

  

What is to be observed in these extracts is again how verbal language becomes 

a form of dead idealism. It is a vision of one person dictating meaningless
70

 “words” to 

another person who passively and without any counter-reaction accepts them, puts them 

down, transcribes them, multiplies them by creating numerous copies and fixates them 
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as artefacts of knowledge. What is more: in addition to this feels happy to do so and 

cannot imagine things being otherwise. The secretary becomes one with a vision of “the 

ideal [that] is the god in the machine – the little fixed, machine-principle which works 

the human psyche automatically.”
71

 In his treatment of language in this short story 

Lawrence seems to be anticipating the danger of the state of being which is later going 

to be expressed in the all-answering formula that “everything is text”. The language and 

words that are without connection to the concepts of the real world become in 

Lawrence’s satire the epithet of passive adoration and rot hidden in the safe embrace of 

verbal idealism – an idealism unable to recognise the individuality of the human 

subject, destroying the individual life by fixating and praising what is artificial, 

arrogantly self-centred and  fake. 

2.3 Language as a principle of Individuation (c)  

“[T]he issuing of the utterance is the performing of an action.”
72

 

 

In the last section it could be seen verbal language as a dehumanising and de-

individualizing factor, disabling the full recognition of human beings in their causeless 

natures and thus failing in one of its basic functions as a principium individuationis. In 

this section, it will be possible, in extension of the previous argument, to demonstrate 

language as being fully competent and suitable for this individualising and re-cognitive 

function. The idea behind this statement is a simple one: language functions as 

a medium of recognition any time a person addresses a different person and by doing so 

separates her or him from the nameless unaddressed mass. As it was demonstrated, 

an official language of protocol, of military orders or language that is “dictated” 

completely lacks this individualising and customising role and reduces the addressee to 

an objective form of a function variable.
73

 The process is embodied in naming and thus 
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in a way individualising of various objects, or in this case persons. One recognises 

a person by first of all communicating to her or him and “customises” the relationship 

by “customising” the way he or she customises the language of mutual interaction. This 

process may be performed in different sort of ritualised action such as christening and 

name giving. 

The acts of christening, taking the form of a special recognition and 

individuation, or as it was labelled in the preceding paragraph, of “customisation” of 

relationship by the means of customisation of language, takes a number of forms in 

Lawrence’s short texts. The most obvious example of this process is to be located at the 

end of the tale fittingly called “The Christening”, where an old and disabled collier 

accepts his daughter’s out of marriage child by an emotionally moving invocation. The 

second example of the studied phenomenon is drawn from a diametrically different 

later-style story “Adolf”. In the latter story the father of a family brings home young 

rabbit for his children to play with. The animal is afraid and refuses to move or eat at 

first but by the moment it is christened (i.e. given its identity) it becomes domesticated. 

Its transfer from being a rabbit to being the Adolf is completed and he (no longer it) 

becomes domesticated: “By evening, however, the little creature was tame, quite tame. 

He was christened Adolf. We were enchanted by him. We couldn’t really love him, 

because he was wild and loveless to the end. But he was an unmixed delight. We 

decided he was too small to live in a hutch -- he must live at large in the house. My 

mother protested, but in vain. He was so tiny. So we had him upstairs, and he dropped 

his tiny pills on the bed and we were enchanted.”
74

 The status of the animal hero is 

doubtful (there still is a chance of returning it to where it was found) till it becomes he - 

Adolf - which happens first of all by the virtue of the linguistic gesture of giving 

a name. By giving a name, as well as by addressing the other, a relationship is 

established and the status is affirmed. In this way, the linguistic may transcendent its 

verbality and merge into life.
75

 

A similar, though slightly more complex situation is to be observed in the case 

of the child from the story “The Christening”, whose status was till the particular act of 
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christening uncertain (its father was unknown) and its further fate could be questioned.  

The invocation of the old collier, this semantic gesture of his, which is in J. L. Austin’s 

familiar terminology a performative speech act
76

, simply states that he, being the head 

of the family, accepts the child and recognises it. Despite the fact that he asks God to be 

its father, his speech clearly makes the child special in respect to his person. This starts 

to be obvious at the moment when the collier wants the child to be baptized with his 

name. By giving the child his name he seals the relationship and recognises it as if in 

an ancient roman manner: “The scene [of baptism] became impressive. At last Miss 

Bertha took the child and put it in the arms of the clergyman. [...] When he asked for the 

name, the old man lifted his head fiercely. ʻJoseph William, after me,ʼ he said, almost 

out of breath.”
77

 Few moments later, when the clergyman asks them to pray the collier 

starts his emotional prayer for the individuality of the new born baby.  

The incantation of the collier is, however, significant from a different 

perspective, i.e. from the perspective of his own children whose life was dominated and 

suppressed by the will of the old man. Verbalisation somehow seals the fact that “they 

[the children] never lived, [and that] his [i.e. their father’s] life, his will has always been 

upon them and contained them, [that] they were only half-individuals makes his 

children even “shut and insentient”. Their despise for his “loud, rambling voice” made 

them shank and sullen, able to listen but unable to hear.  

As it was possible to observe, the sort of despise, or disrespect for verbal forms 

of communication is one of the variations on the basic theme of the language paradox. 

An interesting manifestation of this phenomenon is to be found in a late tale entitled 

“The Man Who Loved Islands”. This late tale can be read and interpreted as a sort of 

attempt to escape from society and all its symptoms, i.e. first of all from verbal 

language. The hero of the tale is an islander who spent his early “idealistic days” by 

naming, cataloguing and organising everything on his island. Eventually, he ends up on 

a lonely island, and alone by himself, having no other means how to “reject” the society 

he rejects verbal language in all its forms: “He no longer needed his books. The interest 

has gone. [...] He did not want to hear voices. He was shocked by the sound of his own 

voice, if he inadvertently spoke to his cat. He rebuked himself for having broken the 
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great silence. And he was irritated when his cat would look up at him and mew faintly, 

plaintively […] Any kind of contact was repulsive to him. Even to read his name on 

an envelope. He hid the letters away. […] He kept no track of time, and no longer 

thought of opening a book. The print, the printed letters, so like the depravity of speech, 

looked obscene. He tore the brass label from his paraffin stove. He obliterated any bit of 

lettering in his cabin”.
78

 All of these actions seem, as if the islander unconsciously 

suspected all of these to disturb the immediacy of his contact with the living ocean that 

surrounded him. 

The preceding chapters attempted to introduce the notion of language as it is 

present in some of the D. H. Lawrence´s short text from a number of perspectives. First 

of all, the language was described in its verbalised mode and described as something 

dehumanizing, mechanical and in contradiction with being. It has been and it will be 

stressed that verbal language in its dehumanized form, dislocated from its “true place in 

the living activity of man” represents a sort of fixating idealism whose causal 

functioning destroys the natural dynamics of being. Drawing parallels form a number of 

Lawrence’s tales an attempt has been made to demonstrate this negative aspect of 

language in its verbality. On the other hand, it has been suggested that language, even 

verbal language may, under certain circumstances transcend from its state as an idea 

and enter into the sphere of living, where it not only reclaims its individual character but 

may play a significant role in the process of recognition of an individual as a human 

being. This being said, it seems vital to proclaim that the phenomenon of language 

cannot be grasped from one perspective only and that it lies beyond the narrow field of 

simple normative judgements. 

Verbal language is, to the extent that it is supposed to be “put into its true place 

in the living activity of man”, not a thing to be dismissed as inauthentic (for the various 

reasons given above) on a priory basis. By the same token it would be a misleading 

oversimplification to claim that any utterance is evil and that man should communicate 

using a set of gestures of some bizarre spontaneous or subjective origin. Taking aside 

the fact that such language would be utterly impossible to imagine at all
79

, Lawrence 

“often clung to the traditional view that language can be subjugated to thought and 
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logic” and realised its importance, yet, not as a ruling and dehumanising idea 

constituting a centre of being but as “an instrument of the greater inscrutable purposes 

of the unconscious self.”
80

  Or in other words: language and words, as well as any idea 

taken too seriously, introduces feelings Lawrence puts forward in his letter to Aldous 

Huxley from November 1927 where he states: “I my self am in a state of despair about 

a word either spoken or written seriously.”
81

 However exaggerated this half serious and 

perhaps slightly overstated declamation might be, it fittingly deconstructs the true 

nature of any idealism (including language one) in respect to the life of a man: its true 

peril comes at the moment one is so consumed by it that it is not possible to step aside 

and laugh at it. This is the supreme lesson of Lawrentian poly-analytics. 

The discussion of the phenomenon of language with its specific applications and 

extensions is going to be developed into more detail in the following chapters. In these, 

having in mind all of the results of the analysis introduced in this chapter, a special 

attention is going to be paid to it with respect to the phenomenon of knowledge.  
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3. ON KNOWLEDGE 

 

“And so I cross into another world 

shyly and in homage linger for an invitation 

from this unknown that I will trespass on.”
82

 

 

 In the course of preceding pages, an attempt has been made to map some 

important aspects of Lawrence’s understanding of the phenomenon of language. The 

discussion to follow in this section is designed to develop what has been established 

about the nature of language so far and expand this with respect to the theme of the this 

section, i.e. the notion of knowledge. The legitimacy of such approach lies first of all in 

the obvious relatedness of the spheres of language and knowledge: knowledge, its 

communication and reception stand in close contact with the problem of language. One 

of the fundamental goals of language is to deliver meaning and thus in a way language 

opens the gate to knowledge. In addition to this, knowledge in all its forms and roles is, 

again as well as language, one of the key themes of Lawrence’s thinking and writing. 

With respect to these two points it comes as most natural and appropriate that the 

discussion of language as it was performed in the previous section would be inevitably 

followed by a debate that would pay attention to the already established notions and 

develop them in a new way so to say from the perspective of knowledge. 

Before it is possible to proceed to the actual discussion of the selected short 

stories, it seems desirable to give a brief idea or definition of the term “knowledge” as it 

is going to be used in the following text. The answer to this question might be twofold: 

first of all, it should be clarified how Lawrence himself understood this term and, 

second: describe the use of the concept in this particular paper. Lawrentian idea of 

knowledge is very extensively covered in secondary literature: the rough distinction 

between the blood/dynamic/unconscious and mental/mechanic/static has so to say 

established itself as a common knowledge and thus there arises no direct need to give 

any extensive theoretical analysis of this matter. Instead a specific discussion regarding 

a wide range of processes composing together the very phenomenon of knowledge is 

going to be presented. This chapter promotes a discussion of knowledge understood as 
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a complex phenomenon composed of more or less synonymous notions of 

understanding, experience, and memory. All of these partake on the process of 

knowledge creation and distribution as it is going to be discussed in this thesis.  

 The structure and method of the following discussion of the above foreshadowed 

phenomena is going to resemble the structure and method of the first chapter. With the 

basic notions being at least preliminary settled it will be possible to approach the core of 

this chapter which is constituted by a detailed discussion of individual short stories with 

a special attention being paid to the phenomenon of place. The argument ready to be 

presented and developed in the course of this section is the following: the phenomenon 

of place plays a significant role in relation to the way characters in the short stories 

approach, obtain or simply interact with knowledge. Furthermore, in relation to this 

claim, the central notions of the first section concerned with language are to be 

developed and it is going to be demonstrated how knowledge and especially knowledge 

in relation to a certain place may become a type of idealism in the same way it is 

possible for language. Observing various approaches to the notion of place in individual 

stories, aims at presenting place as a constitutive factor regarding a number of various 

knowledge-achieving situations. Being true to the Lawrentian spirit the argument 

prefers an analysis of the different treatment of the notion of place in individual short 

stories allowing the reader to compound an opinion from different perspectives rather 

than present some general unifying statement. This approach follows the “collage” 

method applied in the section language and enables a more direct and flexible approach 

to the spirit of the place. 

 The reason for developing the phenomenon knowledge in relation to the concept 

of place is threefold: First, the notion of place and generally speaking an interest in 

physical space is a very strong motive in Lawrence’s writing. Considering Lawrence’s 

biography, one indeed cannot wonder a man who spent more than a half of his active 

writing career travelling all around the planet and publishing four volumes of travel 

books has developed a considerable sensitivity to the spirit of a place. In this respect, 

Lawrence - the keen observer of life - stands as one with Lawrence the keen observer of 

“life in its true environs”. As it will be argued, an awareness of physical space with all 

its nuances and heterogeneities is a characteristic feature of a number of Lawrence’s 

stories. A vast majority of shorts stories features characters fidgeting or rattling from 

place to place, setting on a pilgrimage and returning to their homelands or roaming to 
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and fro in a variety of uncommon locals. From this it follows that the authenticity of 

being cannot be accomplished but within an authenticity of the topos. 

 Consistent with this stands the claim that the most direct and whole kind of 

information or knowledge is to be achieved precisely within these uncommon locales 

and strange places where human imagination explodes into a myriad of impressions 

each of them new and unexpected. In such places the self, distracted or removed from 

its typical and secure environment, undergoes what might be called a shock from 

defamiliarisation. This process is best to be described by the means of an analysis of 

place and its role within the process of achieving knowledge. Typically, Lawrence does 

not use the concept of place in any normative or rigid way; instead he introduces this 

concept as a principium individuationis, i.e. in a similar fashion to the way he deals with 

the phenomenon of language as it is illustrated in the section 2.3 of the chapter On 

Language. Similarly, a place becomes a type of language and thus a type of idealism. 

These general statements are going to be elaborated and developed in the course of the 

following discussion of particular short stories. 

3.1 The Topology of Knowledge 

“Everything remains naturally in its own place.”
83

 

 

D. H. Lawrence’s stories are always written with a strong awareness of place. 

This statement, however strong it may seem, is true for the vast majority of Lawrence’s 

short fiction; from the earliest prevailingly realistic attempts to the late myths of 

abstraction, the spirit of place plays a crucial role in mediating the subject’s path to 

knowledge. This falls in one with the notion that a vital and fundamental piece of 

knowledge is necessarily and exclusively bound to a certain place and in order to reveal 

this knowledge one has to travel to this place and that only there he or she is able to 

undergo a kind of epiphany - only while being in a sort of communion with this place 

and its spirit. Such miraculous “region” is a place that is set beyond or outside the 

common “everyday” space of human existence and experience and so, in order to reach 

this place one has to undergo a journey – a pilgrimage so to say – and emancipate 

oneself from the area of the “everyday”. The place cradles its knowledge, nests it, takes 
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care for it and guards it. To endorse this, it needs to be pointed out that the knowledge 

provided by individual places is not homogenous, i.e. there are places that contain 

knowledge of a different and esoteric character. 

 In Des Espace Autres Michel Foucault introduces an interesting notion that is of 

high relevance to the following discussion. In this paper, he describes the: “real places - 

places that do exist and that are formed in the very founding of society - which are 

something like counter-sites, a kind of effectively enacted utopia in which the real sites, 

all the other real sites that can be found within the culture, are simultaneously 

represented, contested, and inverted. Places of this kind are outside of all places, even 

though it may be possible to indicate their location in reality. Because these places are 

absolutely different from all the sites that they reflect and speak about, I shall call them, 

by way of contrast to utopias, heterotopias.”
84

  

Using Foucault’s concept of heterotopia in its broadest sense may, with a certain 

modicum of modification,
85

 help to achieve the best understanding of the way these 

“places of difference” help in establishing different kinds of knowledge. The knowledge 

contained within these places is not to be found elsewhere and is as if fixed in the 

embrace of the topos Yet, it is important to realise that it is this very fixity which 

exposes the spirit of the place to the danger which all types of knowledge are subject to, 

i.e. to the danger of idealism. Let now the concept of the heterotopia be discussed and 

explicated along with the knowledge it contains as it arises in more detail while it is 

discussed using examples from more and more Lawrence’s short texts.  

3.2 The Garden 

      “I came to see the place, not the people.”
86

 

 

 In a rather mysterious short story “The Shadow in the Rose Garden” Lawrence 

expresses through the mouth of one of his heroines – Mrs Coates – a fundamental 

statement which became the leitmotif of this particular section: “I came to see the place, 

not the people.” This sentence represents a statement of the relationship established 
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between the subject and place and of the way these two entities influence each other. 

“The Shadow in the Rose Garden” gives an almost striking example of the importance 

of place in the act of processing knowledge. The forms of knowledge and the way these 

are distributed in the story rely heavily on the dialectics of place. The story once again 

confronts the reader with a married couple in an argument. A closer examination will 

reveal the fact that their argument once again revolves around verbalising information – 

which again means it concerns the distribution of knowledge. Mrs Coates cannot stand 

her husband’s questions concerning her relation to the place where she used to live and 

which they now both visit. Their mutual misunderstanding comes from the fact that Mrs 

Coates cannot (or does not want to) share with her husband that she came to the place 

because the memories bound to it are an integral part of her very self and that the locus 

of what was and into a large extent is the locus of her identity is in this sense completely 

exterior to her.  

 The only way to carry her being into effect is to attempt to locate her idealised 

identity among the bushes in the garden of an old vicarage she used to visit and where 

she used to meet with her former lover. From this perspective “The Shadow in the Rose 

Garden” becomes a study of the heterotopia of the garden understood as a place 

customised by the recollections of Mrs Coates’ former intimacies.
87

 Gaston Bachelard 

in his phenomenal study of the poetical images connected with spatiality called 

The Poetics of Space
88

 describes such study as topoanalysis and convincingly validates 

the role of space creation of individual’s identity through recollection of emotion bound 

to certain place:  

“In the theatre of the past that is constituted by memory, the stage setting maintains its 

characters in their dominant roles. At times we think we know ourselves in time, when all we 

know is a sequence of fixations in the spaces of the being’s stability – a being who does not 

want to melt away, and who, even in the past, when he sets out in search of things past, wants 

time to “suspend” its flight. In its countless alveoli space contains compressed time. That is 

what space is for.”
89
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The section of Bachelard’s text introduces an immensely important aspect of 

such personal heterotopias: heterotopias are not only places of otherness but at the same 

time places of a different circulation of time – a sort of bizarre heterochronias
90

, where 

one can feel the way he used to feel many years ago: “In its countless alveoli space 

contains compressed time.” Heterotopias become in this respect machines of fixity and 

mechanising man-made idealism of stale memories.
91

 This is into some extend the case 

of Mrs Coates coming back to the rose garden which, antithetically to the house, 

enables her to daydream safely.
92

 At first hesitantly but more and more daringly she 

“took a step forward, leaning, yearning, towards the garden beyond.”
93

 But the hat with 

roses she put on when she left the house leaves the reader with no doubt that she 

eventually becomes one with the ground she in seeming reluctance seeks. 

After Mrs Coates managed to deal with the gardener guarding the entrance to her 

private otherworld and found out that she would be there all by her self
94

, “her face 

began to shine, transfigured with pain and joy.” As she proceeded under an “arch of 

crimson ramblers” she became one
95

 with the roses: a process to be observed in the 

following passage: 

“Slowly she went down one path, lingering, like one who has gone back into the 

past. Suddenly she was touching some heavy crimson roses that were soft as velvet, 

touching them thoughtfully, without knowing, as a mother sometimes fondles the hand of 

her child. She leaned forward to catch the scent. Then she wandered on in abstraction. 

Sometimes a flame-coloured, scentless rose would hold her arrested. She stood gazing at 

it as if she could not understand it. Again the same softness of intimacy came over her, as 

she stood before a thumbing heap of pink petals. Then she wondered over the white rose, 

that was greenish, like ice, in the centre. So, slowly, like a white pathetic butterfly, she 

drifted down the path, coming at least to a tiny terrace full of roses. They seem to fill the 

place, a sunny, gay throng.”
96
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As it is possible to observe form this extract, despite her initial restraints, Mrs 

Coates slowly becomes attuned to the spirit of the place and succumbs to its lure. The 

appeal of the place as if externalises herself and enables her to re-establish the 

connection with her former life.
97

 The image of her staying in the garden more and 

more resembles a time travelling experience and ends in the heroine’s painful 

“epiphany”: her lover is not dead but survives in a state of insanity - so to say “in 

another world” - and their encounter did not end up in tragedy only thanks to the 

intrusion of the gardener. After Mrs Coates returns back, it becomes once again obvious 

that the experience she underwent is exclusively bound to the emotionally loaded 

heterotopia of the garden and it is impossible to be shared with someone who comes 

from the outside, i.e. Mr Coates.  

What Mrs Coates experienced during her relapse in the heterotopia of the garden 

resulted in an “epiphany” causing her idea of former intimacies collapse. In other 

words: the idea of her past intimacies triggered by her stepping into the sacred region of 

the rose garden brought with it a painful knowledge of the fact that it is not possible to 

dwell in the past constructions of the psyche. This revelation is indeed a difficult and 

shattering one and the knowledge it brings with is not to be shared with those who were 

not spellbound by the ideas lurking and waiting in the enchanted place of past 

experience: 

“I want to know, he [Mr Coates] said. His face was greyish pale, and set uglily. 

Neither looked at the other. She knew he was fired now. His heart was pounding heavily. 

She hated him, but could not withstand him. Suddenly she lifted her head and turned on 

him. What right have you to know? she asked. [...] But suddenly she lifted her head again 

swiftly, like a thing that tries to get free. She wanted to be free of it. It was not him so 

much, but it, something she had put on herself, that bound her so horribly. And having 

put the bond on herself, it was hardest to take it off. But now she hated everything and 

felt destructive. He stood with his back to the door, fixed, as if he would oppose her 

eternally, till she was extinguished.”
98
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Memories fully revealed as “something she had put on herself” are indeed 

specimens of idealism pinning down Mrs Coates in a similar fashion to the workings of 

idealism as it was explicated in the chapter concerned with language. At this point it 

becomes more and more visible that certain place may work in the same way as 

language, i.e. as a sort of idealism, disabling individuals to access, create, share, and 

distribute knowledge without any restriction. In addition to this, it is very interesting to 

observe the role of the husband who is playing the one who wants to understand at any 

cost but (by putting more and more pressure on his wife) makes the situation even 

worse.
99

 This emotional attachment to certain place, this topofilia (as it is embodied in 

the above described story) is present in various mutations in a number of other stories. 

The following argument focuses on the mechanism of idealising 

chronotopias/heterotopias as they are to be found it the two following short stories: 

“A Modern Lover” and “The Shades of Spring”. 

3.3 The Homecoming 

     “And what a dynamic, handsome object is a path.”
100

 

 

 “A Modern Lover” and “The Shades of Spring” represent a category of shorts 

stories that rely on the idea of a person returning to his or her homeland. The 

phenomenon of a person returning to the place of his or her birth and/or to the place 

where he or she spent most of his or her life is always of a high topoanalytical 

importance. The place of one’s birth is always heterotopic. In the two above mentioned 

short stories D. H. Lawrence further develops his idea of place as a reservoir or as 

a medium of  a certain type of idealism and introduces interesting variations on the 

theme of knowledge in relation to memory and in relation to one’s self. Discussing 

these aspects of the phenomenon of knowledge on the background of these two stories 

will be useful for introducing a more detailed analysis of the role of place in the life of 

Lawrence’s characters. 

“The Shades of Spring” is one of Lawrence’s most popular and at the same time 

most complex short stories. For the specific purpose of this thesis, it is of high relevance 
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for its strong awareness of the character of place. The role of place in this story reaches 

such intensity that it is possible to understand the environment as one of the characters 

of the story. Moreover and more importantly, the landscape in all its forms and 

incarnations – the road, the family house, the secret place in the wood, the parlour - all 

contain pieces of knowledge and by this token symbolise and foreshadow not only what 

happened, but at the same time what is yet about to happen.
101

 In this way it is possible 

for a place to mirror within it future as well as past, forming a strange personal 

heterochronia and validating the idea that: “what we think of as  knowledge , whether of 

the world around or our ourselves, is not a neutral reflection of things but an interested 

interpretation of them.”
102

 

The character through whom Lawrence allows the reader to perceive the limits 

of human knowledge is John Adderley Syson. Syson is for the first time to be 

encountered on his return from studies to the place where he spent his childhood. His 

key feature and failure in this story is his idealism which materialises in his construction 

of majority of the aspects of his former life (including his childhood sweetheart 

Hilda) and believing them to be fixed and unchanging in the time of his absence. As 

Anna Grmelová concisely points out, “his [Syson’s] belief that nothing has changed in 

the meantime is contradicted early in the story when a handsome young gamekeeper 

blocks his way, frustrating Syson’s assumptions of idyllic timelessness.”
103

 This 

frustration is soon accompanied by “the bitter disillusionment Syson experiences [...] 

when it is brought home to him that Hilda not only radically differs from his 

construction of her but that she rejects his mythical version of their former 

relationship.”
104

 Recalling Bachelard once more it is again possible to repeat that: “[for] 

a knowledge of intimacy, localisation in the spaces of our intimacy is more urgent than 

a determination of dates.”
105

 Perhaps even because of this, the ideal timeless 

construction of Syson’s is obviously bound and focused on the place, on the topos 
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where he spent his childhood and where he experienced his first intimate relationship 

with a local girl. 

The text of the story begins with a third person description of Syson’s return 

giving a strong impression of the unchanged nature of the place he returns to, as it is 

possible to observe from the following extract: 

“There was not the least difference between this morning and those of the bright 

springs, six or eight years back. [...] He was back in the eternal. [...] Syson was 

extraordinarily glad. Like an uneasy spirit he had returned to the country of his past, and 

he found it waiting for him, unaltered. The hazel still spread glad little hands downward, 

the bluebells here were still wan and few, among the lush grass and in shade of bushes. 

The path through the wood, on the very brow of a slope, ran winding easily for a time.”
106

 

 However, the idyllic construct of the paradise regained is soon enough ruined by 

an intrusion of the young gamekeeper who appears seemingly out of nowhere to bar the 

path and undermine the illusion: 

 “Syson turned, satisfied, to follow the path that sheered downhill into the wood. He 

was curiously altered, feeling himself back in an enduring vision. He started. A keeper 

was standing a few yards in front barring the way.”
107

 

  The very act of the keeper barring Syson’s path is in fact a symbolic prelude 

anticipating and mirroring the plot of the entire short story. The result of this encounter 

is a long ranging disillusionment (in fact covering whole section one of the story). This 

disillusionment not only reveals the true state of Syson’s native landscape but, at the 

same time, reveals much of Syson’s behaviour as foolish, completely ideal-driven and 

not corresponding to the objective reality of his being (him being married, his former 

lover belonging to someone else, his friends no longer being his friends, his letters no 

longer having any purpose). The place he returns to works in this case as a strange 

paradoxical mechanism that supposedly triggers or nests his ideas but at the same time 

turns them into ruin after his arrival. In this respect, the paradoxical epistemological 

nature of place and “its” knowledge, reveals its true de-constructive nature and re-

echoes the way it functioned in the story of Mrs Coates in “The Shadow in the Rose 

Garden”.  
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 Now the scene being set, it is possible to observe some further traces of different 

locations interacting as constitutive factors of what might be called a process of creating 

knowledge. The topology of the story’s setting is of high importance and gives no doubt 

of a symbolic character of this “native heterotopia”. The whole area is designed to form 

an enclosed space or environment and thus creates a spatiotemporal framework to the 

whole. As it was said, the story begins with Syson’s entering the perimeter of his native 

landscape and ends with him leaving for the city, i.e. takes place from the time Syson 

passes through the gateway of the wood
108

 and enters the quadrangle of the farm with 

the plum tree (one of the key indicators of the flux of time). The core of the farm is 

formed by a common area of a kitchen (where those who belong to the place eat) and 

an orchard (Syson’s favourite topos and locus of his topophilia) at the back of the 

house. It is the place “he loved [...] extraordinarily, the hills ranging round, with bear-

skin woods covering their giant shoulders, and small red farms like brooches clasping 

their garments [...] To his last day, he would dream of this place, when he felt the sun on 

his face, or saw the small handfuls of snow between the winter twigs, or smelt the 

coming of spring.”
109

 

After Syson eats alone in the kitchen he is send into the private sphere of the 

house. The parlour he finds himself in is the seat of materialised memorabilia hidden in 

cupboards and bookshelves. These hidden treasures for the one last time resurrect his 

sentiments of the past intimacies: 

  “Opening a high cupboard let into the thickness of the wall, he found it full of his 

books, his old lesson books, and volumes of verse he had send her, English and German. 

The daffodils in the white windows-bottoms shone across the room, he could almost feel 

their rays. The old glamour caught him again. His youthful water-colours on the wall no 

longer made him grin; he remembered how fervently he had tried to paint for her, twelve 

years before.”
110

  

 Interestingly enough, the epistemology of the short story does not rely on the 

function of the place so to say exclusively. In “The Shades of Spring”, as well as in 

other stories, Lawrence, instead of describing a character, rather focuses on describing 

a character in relation to various material objects. The way particular character relates 
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himself to various objects of the material world and the way he “constructs his 

knowledge” of these seems to be a fairly important way to attempt at an objective mode 

of realistic capturing of individual’s qualities. From this perspective, it seems important 

to realise that an individual becomes in a way defined through his epistemology. This is 

especially true for an author like Lawrence who understood the entity of knowledge and 

its true place in human life as a central issue to an authentic life of man. In “The Shades 

of Spring” the process of knowledge constitution takes place in a strange pulsation
111

 of 

Syson in turns accepts and rejects the fact of his idealisation failing. This emotional and 

epistemological to-ing and fro-ing coincide with the rhythm of the places he visits, 

creating a topoanalytical map of his epistemological possibilities. Different places 

stimulate his cognitive processes differently and control the level of Syson’s attunement 

to various stimuli making him accept and/or discard his folly.
112

 

 The following extract clearly demonstrates the way the drive for knowledge 

disguised as understanding lies behind the mechanical principle of the imagined 

construction Syson has developed while idealising the place and the people behind it: 

 “She [Hilda] turned to the window. He noticed the fine, fair down on her cheek and 

her upper lip, and her soft white neck, like the throat of a nettle flower, and her fore-arms, 

bright as newly blanched kernels. He was looking at her with new eyes, and she was a 

different person to him. He did not know her. But he could regard her objectively 

now.  Shall we go out , she asked.   es!  he answered. But the predominant emotion, that 

troubled the excitement and perplexity of his heart, was fear, fear of that which he saw. 

There was about her the same manner, the same intonation in her voice, now as then, but 

she was not what he had known her to be. He knew quite well what she had been for him. 

And gradually he was realising that she was something quite other, and always had been. 
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[...] The old illusion gone, they were strangers, crude and entire. But he would give her 

her due – she would have her due for him.”
113

 

 In this extract, there is a chance to observe how the idealised image of Hilda is 

understood as something perverting the objective reality of Hilda’s existence. Seeing 

Hilda with new eyes, Syson is able to perceive that his cognition was conditioned by the 

filter of personal interests taking a form of a self-deceptive ideal and realises that: “she 

is and always has been something else.” The distinction between “being” and “being 

something to someone”, crucial for Lawrence as it is, becomes manifested in Syson’s 

“epiphany”
114

 as he realises his “knowledge” is only a “self and ideal motivated” 

interpretation of reality fixed in the realm of memory, designed by the pattern of the 

intimate value of individual places.
115

 The philosophical background of this scene as 

well as of the epistemology put in practice by Syson throughout the story bears 

significant traces of Nietzschean understanding of: “our perception as [being] part of 

our apparatus of knowledge which has developed as an instrument of the ruling urges, it 

follows that our awareness of the world is shaped by impulses currently dominant in us 

and that any significant change in the power relations of the self will find corresponding 

change in the nature of the “reality” we experience.”
116

 Syson’s inability and perhaps 
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unwillingness to accommodate oneself to the changes in the environment is more than 

just one of the symptoms of the spell of the idealism he himself created.  

 Syson’s visit in the parlour is followed by his walk to the wood with Hilda. 

During this the former couple visits a small hut with a hidden apartment where she and 

her recent lover meet. Allowing Syson to peep into such place stands for the last scene 

in what might be called a guided deconstruction-tour through the intimate places of 

Syson’s past. Step by step, the story turns into a struggle for power: Hilda fully 

demonstrates her refusal to be reduced to a particle in the mechanism of Syson’s 

construct of herself and in this way profoundly transcends the place as well as the 

artefacts which are colonised by Syson’s illusion. On the example of Hilda, it becomes 

obvious that some people are simply more difficult to colonise by a construction of 

one’s idealism than others. Hilda, who throughout the story keeps on emphasising her 

independent and individual existence on account of Syson’s idealistic construct, thus 

refuses to join the line of material objects and places invaded by Syson’s fetishist 

momentum of idealised epistemology. The resistance she gives lifts her above her 

former lover’s mental objectifications as she becomes “a plant that can only grow in 

[her] own soil.” Not accepting one’s epistemology thus becomes a question of crucial 

ontological importance. 

 In “A Modern Lover” (earlier story to “The Shades of Spring”) Lawrence 

presents a similar but at the same time diametrically different version of a homecoming 

story. The text again presents a former couple – Mersham and Muriel - caught up in 

a “Shades of Spring” situation. Mersham, who upon his return from his stay in the city, 

finds out he has been replaced by a mine electrician surprisingly manages to regain 

control of the situation and his position with the girl, however at the cost the reader does 

not know if he will be ready to accept. The significance of the story lies from the 

discussed perspective in the way environment and place create an atmosphere and shape 

different meanings throughout the story. Mersham, as well as Syson, are free to “enjoy” 

their status of an outsider. The clash of the outside/inside dialectics, portrayed on the 

background of different topoi, represents the main source of friction in both of the 

stories. Meanings and values come as results of such clash of different perspectives and 

interpretations. It is precisely this confrontational approach, this epistemological 

perspectivism that for Lawrence grants the genesis of meaning and knowledge.  
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 First of all, it is the area of the farm which functions, from an epistemological 

point of view, as a principle of defamiliarisation. This is generally true with all places 

offering sufficient contrast to perform a visible enough difference to create new 

meanings. Being set into a new environment the perspectives as well as the attunement 

change. In addition to this, there is at work the principle of the landscape foreshadowing 

what is going to happen in the story adding up one more example of spatial parallelism 

in Lawrence’s texts. Despite Mersham’s expectations, the place gives him primarily 

a sense of him not belonging to it any more. Upon his arrival, Mesham experiences the 

same sense of expectation feeling “wonderful and glamorous in the old places”
117

 as 

Syson. This is true even despite the fact that the land offered some considerable 

resistance (such as the all-covering darkness, the road was heavy with mud sucking and 

smacking his feet so it was more and more laborious to move along). Here again, as it 

was with “The Shades of Spring”, the description of the main character’s journey 

through the landscape towards the main setting of the story (the farm) seems to be 

a muster for the whole story. 

 “Darkness was issuing out of the earth, and climbing to the trunks of old elms which 

rose like weird statues, lessening down the wayside. Mersham laboured forwards, the 

earth sucking and smacking at his feet. In front the Coney Grey farm was piled in shadow 

on the road.”
118

 

A little later on the description continues: 

 “Mersham passed through the stile and sat upon the remnant of the thorn-tree on the 

brink of the valley. All the wide space before him was full of a mist of rose, nearly to his 

feet. The large ponds were hidden, the farms, the fields, the far-off coal mine, under the 

rosy outpouring of twilight. Between him and the spaces of Leicestershire and the hills of 

Derbyshire, between him and all the South Country which he had fled, was the splendid 

red-rose strand of sunset, and the white star keeping guard. [...] Unreal, like a dream 

which washes a sleep with unrest, was the south and his hurrying to and fro. Here on the 

farther shore of the sunset, with the flushed tide at his feet, and the large star flashing 

with strange laughter, did he himself naked walk with lifted arm into the quiet flood of 

life.”
119
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 Mersham, who came to the land after two years to seek for the fullness of 

experience, gradually finds the place and the people there incomprehensible and as if 

covered in the ever present dark fumes and mists over-watched by the white star 

keeping guard.
120

  The place seems to protect some form of hidden meanings and 

knowledge which is not available and/or translatable to “outsiders”. Mersham, as he is 

soon going to find out, has recently become one. Mersham’s “discord with his 

surroundings” becomes even more visible when he finds himself unable to follow up 

with the sentiments he shared with the local people represented Muriel’s family. This, 

together with the discovery of him being replaced by a local mine engineer, makes the 

disappointment in him rise “as water [which] suddenly heaves up the side of the 

ship.”
121

 This discord is reflected on the basis of communicational as well as social 

difficulties, resulting in barren questions, easy speech and vain tea-talk.  

 Sticking to the intimate topology discussed in “The Shades of Spring”, Mersham 

“is moved” to the parlour, once again functioning as an intimate place par excellence, 

storing all the fetishes of the past: teenage watercolour pictures, complete library with 

only Nietzsche and James
122

 added. The spell of the place is so strong that Mersham is 

free to use it as a support for his move to reunite with Muriel once again. The irony of 

the situation gradates to extreme when Mersham uses Mr Vickers (Muriel’s current 

lover) literally as a tool in his attempt to tangle Muriel into the past sentiments by 

making her recent lover sing songs he himself had learned her: 

 “Vickers sang well, though not without much imagination. But the songs they sang 

were the old songs that Mersham had taught Muriel years before, and she played with one 

of his memories in her heart. At the end of the first song, she turned and found him 

looking at her, and they met again in the poetry of the past.”
123

 

 His songs and the “knowledge” he creates, reinforced by his reference to the 

idea of their common past enable Mersham to re-gain his control of Muriel. His 

interpretation of reality - in this Nietzschean moment - removed Muriel from the context 
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she lived in, from the immediacy of the life she lived, and transfigured her to an object 

of his knowledge: 

 “Perhaps Mersham did not know what he was doing.  et his whole talk lifted Muriel 

as in a net, like a sea-maiden out of the waters, and placed her in his arms, to breathe his 

thin, rare atmosphere. She looked at him, and was certain of his pure earnestness, and 

believed and believed implicitly he could not go wrong”
124

 

 After Mersham manages to wangle Muriel and after even Mr Vickers leaves his 

position, the newly reunited couple leaves the safety of the house into the unaccountable 

darkness outside. There suddenly, it is as if the spirit of the place starts to dispute what 

was reached in the safety of the parlour. Suddenly, outside the parlour where he felt so 

sure that he could easily disarm Vickers with his “frankness and courtesy”, it is 

Mersham who, although it was he who actively pursued their reunion, begins to doubt 

and needs guidance as the rough and hostile place begins to enforce its will upon him: 

 “It was very dark outside in the starlight. He groaned heavily, and swore with 

extravagance as he went ankle-deep in mud
125

. See, you should follow me. Come here, 

she commanded, delighted to have him in charge. Give me your hand, he said, and they 

went hand-in-hand over the rough places. The fields were open, and the night went up to 

the magnificent stars. The wood was very dark and wet; [...] There was a strangeness 

everywhere as if all things have ventured out alive to play in the night, as they do in fairy-

tales; the trees, the many stars, the dark spaces, and the mysterious waters below uniting 

in some magnificent game.”
126

 

 Such is the scene that invokes in Mersham a need to discuss the nature of his 

love to Muriel, making him to commit the crime of verbalising the knowledge that was 

better to be unspoken. This special region of unspeakable knowledge, as it was on 

various occasions discussed in the chapter “On Language” presents the kind of 

knowledge that after being somehow articulated is more likely to cause anger and 

disappointment rather than harmony and understanding. Such “articulations” usually 

result in one of the characters rendering the knowledge of the other “beyond me”. From 

the perspective of our discussion, it is not advisable to try to analyse at any costs 

individual dialogues concerning articulating this kind of knowledge in stories and 
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situations like this and many other.
127

 What such dialogues illustrate at first place is 

Lawrence’s grand theme of telling the world that individuals (and especially men and 

women) are able to live and love each other only until they know each other fully, i.e. 

until they represent a sort of secret to each other. In Lawrence’s words until they stand 

for a dynamic unaccomplished being:  

“[T]o try to know any living being is to try to suck the life out of that being. 

Above all things, with the woman one loves. Every sacred instinct teaches one that 

he must leave her unknown. You know your woman darkly, in the blood. Try to 

know her mentally is to kill her. Beware, oh woman, of the man who wants to find 

out what you are. And, oh man, beware a thousand times more of the woman who 

wants to know you and get you, what you are.”
128

 

 Returning back to the text of “A Modern Lover” there is a chance to observe the 

way in which Lawrence uses the elements of the natural scenery from the introductory 

description to symbolically frame the story’s ending. In the final scene of already 

resigned Mersham giving his goodbye to Muriel, we find Muriel standing under the 

very same thorn-tree Mersham passed when he entered the valley and the story goes full 

circle: 

 “At parting also he had not kissed her. He stood a moment and looked at her. The 

water in a little brook under the hedge was running, chucking with extraordinary 

loudness: away on Nethermere they heard the sad, haunting cry of the wild-fowl from the 

North. The stars twinkled intensely. He was too spent to think of anything to say; she was 

too overcome with grief and fear and a little resentment. He looked down at the pale 

blotch of her face upturned from the low meadow beyond the fence. The thorn boughs 

tangled above her, drooping behind her like the roof of a hut. Beyond was the great width 

of darkness. He felt unable to gather his energy to say anything vital. Good-bye, he said. 

I’m going back - on Saturday. But – you’ll write to me. Good-bye.  He turned to go. He 

saw her white uplifted face vanish, and her dark form bend under the boughs of the tree, 

and go out into the great darkness. She did not say good-bye.”
129

 

 The almost horror-like ending of the story is definitely worth being quoted in 

full, since it almost tangibly stresses the multi-layer duality of the outside and inside 
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that works within the story. First of all, it is the general duality of the outsider 

(Mersham) and the natives (all other characters). This is demonstrated through different 

shared knowledge and value patterns represented by the two opposing spheres.  In 

addition to this, there exists, within the farming area, another distinction, i.e. distinction 

between the sympathetic area inside the house (this especially means the most intimate 

area of the parlour) and negative or even hostile area of the darkened horror-like outer 

nature. The muddy realm of the twilight heterotopia protects and conserves those who 

embrace it and weakens those who are from the outside. At the verge of the two worlds 

where Mersham parts with Miriam, the outside parts with the inside. Here, under the 

thorn tree Mersham, under all the pressure from the surroundings, fully realises all the 

context and connotation Muriel stands for in the wholeness of all the elements 

constituting her person. The knowledge that it is impossible to regard a person only 

without considering his or her living environment renders him speechless.  

The idea that it is impossible to separate Muriel from the context of the world 

she lives in, is beautifully and dramatically stressed by the brook drowning the sound of 

their speech, the thorn-tree, resonating with its Biblical meaning, growing around her. 

The whole image of Muriel merging or fading back into the darkened landscape, with 

only her face visible; surrounded by the coronet of thorns, she phenomenally becomes 

one with the land – under the restless sky her face is the face of the land and the face of 

the land is hers.  

 The ideas presented in the former analysis of knowledge in its relation to place 

and especially to place functioning as a mechanism of epistemological conditioning are 

largely based and developed around the fundamental idea that: “the very possibility of 

appearance of things – of objects, of self, of others – is possible only within the all-

embracing compass of place.”
130

 As we could perceive, the dynamic concept of place 

actively plays a crucial role within Lawrence’s stories (and surely not only in these) 

mainly by distributing, confronting and promoting various perspectives of meaning and 

de/familiarisations. The aim of the following discussion is to present further variations 

of the knowledge producing abilities of place as it is present it the stories like: “The 

Blind Man”, “The Horse Dealer’s Daughter” or “England My England!”. 
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3.4 The Cultivation of Knowledge 

“We’ll have to establish some spot on earth, that will be the fissure to the underworld, 

like the oracle at Delphos, where one came to. I will try to do it myself.”
131

 

 

 On the preceding pages, there has been examined the type of relation between 

place and an individual that might be called epistemological. It described, roughly 

speaking, a relation in which certain place modifies one’s perception and thus in 

an indirect way contributes to the formation of the observing subject. The pages to 

follow are going to be concerned with the phenomenon of place in what might be called 

prevailingly ontological perspective. This perspective has been already touched upon 

during the discussion of the way subject’s treatment and understanding of other 

subjects, things and places fundamentally changes it
132

 by interpreting them and 

enforcing the interpretation on others. In the discussion to follow some considerable 

attention is going to be paid to the phenomenon of knowledge functioning as a means of 

rei/enforcing one’s own ontological status, i.e. the discussion is going to be concerned 

with ontology of the perceiving subject. In this way, ontology may be understood as 

“the fundamental engagement with the world,”
133

 representing “a certain sort of 

fundamental inquiry into place as that in which, to use Heideggerian phrase, human 

being-in-the-world is grounded.”
134

  

Any discussion that would deal with the way an individual’s relationship to the 

world mirrors and is mirrored by the place he lives in should indeed be commenced 

with a discussion of one of the famous stories called “England, My England!”. The 

following discussion is, nonetheless, deliberately going to avoid any discussion of the 

particular features this short text became famous for (i.e. “critical response to English 

society” that is also found in The Rainbow and The Women in Love”
135

). Instead, it is 

going to represent an attempt to present an analysis on a “personal” level. The following 

argument thus analyses and examines an individual who projected himself onto 

a landscape in order to create a place that would preserve him unchanged. The 
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consequences of such fallacy are described in a sad and satirising short story which is 

about to be discussed, paying some extra attention to the epistemology of the garden 

and ontology of the gardener.   

“England, My England!” revolves around the central character of Egbert. Egbert 

is a sort of existential hero of his own kind. The first part of the story offers a picture of 

Egbert’s “original effort to create an oasis of horticultural cultivation in the middle of 

wilderness.”
136

  This of course represents an attempt to create an ideal reservoir, 

an Elysium to protect his idealised vision of existence and keep himself beyond the 

reach of mundane concerns such as raising money. This attitude of his eventually causes 

a conflict between Egbert and his wife Winifred and especially between him and 

Winfred’s father. As Anna Grmelová fittingly notes, “Egbert’s fault [...] is consequently 

his illusion of the possibility of timeless, effortless existence, disregarding problems 

(i.e. disregarding the polarity and strife which have now become Lawrence’s key 

concepts).” The description of his struggle to manufacture this heterotopia of his is 

present at the very beginning of the story and thus effectively sets a referential 

framework to the whole story. Since Egbert is having a hard time executing his 

horticultural dream, it also gives the reader a general impression of him as a person: 

“The dream was still stronger than the reality. In the dream he was at home on a 

hot summer afternoon, working on the edge of the common. He had cut the rough turf 

and the bracken, and left the grey, dryish soil bare. He was troubled because he could 

not get the path straight. He had set up his sticks, and taken the sights between the big 

pine-trees, but for some unknown reason everything was wrong. He looked again, 

strained and anxious, through the strong, shadowy pine-trees as through a doorway, at 

the green garden-path rising from the log bridge between sunlit flowers [...].”
137

   

The image of Egbert creating his garden is indeed an image of a man creating 

“his” heterotopia with a doorway of pine-trees to save him from the outer world and to 

protect the values and knowledge he embodies:  

“[B]alanced like a nest in a tree, this hollow home, always full of peace, 

always under heaven only. It had no context, no relation with the world; it held its 
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cup under heaven alone and was filled for ever with piece and sunshine and 

loveliness.”
138

 

 What is described here is a process of imprinting one’s life attitude into a place 

that would later work as a battery creating a two way subject-object relationship. “[T]he 

place is one in which both subject and object, both self-and-world are pressed 

together”
139

 and so Egbert’s actions are easily to be understood as depositing his life 

attitude into the garden he takes care for.  

The act of accommodating his environment is crucial for preserving his existence 

in the ideal and fixed state of inert vacuum. Then, the garden, if perfected, would serve 

as a parallel mechanism supporting Egbert’s ontological integrity. To support this 

image, “Egebert [...] is constantly metaphorically associated with the flowers he grows 

in the garden. [...] The word flower, used approvingly at first, goes through a shift of 

meaning and it is Winifred’s free indirect style later used negatively at a point when she 

is disillusioned with him.”
140

 Thereby it is possible to perceive Egbert’s relationship to 

his garden as an attempt to imitate an ancient relationship of a macrocosm and 

microcosm – of a garden patterning the body and a mind of a man: “if only from 

an architectonic point of view a garden tends towards an anthropomorphic image, as if it 

was with sacral buildings of ancient civilisations, which means, it resembles human 

body.”
141

 A failure to create a perfect “nest-place” for his identity in this respect would 

mean losing it and so is it in the story, where the death of Egbert’s identity is in short 

accompanied by the physical one. 

In a playful but at the same time painfully sarcastic tone Lawrence draws a picture 

of the impossibility to maintain such an idealised dream-lore forever. In his narrative 

strategy, Lawrence pays considerable attention to demonstrating Egbert’s unfitness for 

active life by developing a constitutive image of him being a bad father: as Kingsley 

Widmer has it, the story contains a “Lawrentian-Biblical equivalent [of the father 

complex] – the old red flame of fatherhood, the Isaac and Abraham story, the paternal 

godhead and male mystery of authority”
142

 demonstrating Egbert’s practical failure on 
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all fronts. Accordingly, Egbert’s practical failure is mirrored in the vital space - in his 

“ancient, changeless, eternal hollow of flowers and sunshine”
143

- which is simply not 

designed well enough to screen out the outer world. Maybe even because of this Egbert 

no longer feels content in it.  

Egbert’s failure in the knowledge of life means his failure as a father (which is 

even more highlighted by the contrast of his wife’s father who virtually adopts his 

paternal function) and more and more stresses Egbert status of a “meaningless,” 

“horrible neutrality” and a “creature of negation.” This feeling gradates after Egbert in 

fact causes his daughter’s crippling injury. One cannot wonder that Egbert’s failure as 

a father and gardener somehow coincide and that he is no longer able to hide himself in 

his garden shelter. His affection for his daughter suddenly does not seem to be enough 

to protect her. Egbert’s character preserves his typical detachedness even after he is sent 

to the frontline and eventually killed. It is worth mentioning, that the last few pages of 

the story are perhaps the only text in which Lawrence describes actual scene of the 

battle. Interestingly enough, the event of a battle does not make Lawrence (and this is 

perhaps typical of him) to regard the situation as a study of a “typical case.”
144

  

Quite on the contrary, Lawrence typically uses this situation to describe and 

develop the description of psychological and mental states of his characters. Lawrence’s 

characters are thus portrayed as if growing from the interaction between themselves and 

their environment: setting a character into a series of different localisations enables to 

study his or her individual reactions to the unknown and different. This process of 

defamiliarisation makes it possible to comprise a complete psychology of a character by 

providing various perspectives of his or her experience and attitude and at the same time 

stress the dynamic and responsive site of one’s personality by portraying individuals as 

living beings rather than as types. This tendency falls in one with Lawrence’s overall 

philosophical inclinations towards multiple viewpoints providing vitalism and 

perspectivism. The character of Egbert in his idealism escapes this tendency of 

Lawrence and confirms, despite the change of localisation, his being as a “great neuter.”    

This chapter tried to portray the way in which the phenomenon of place plays 

a constitutive role in the process of acquiring knowledge. In doing so, interpretations 
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were offered, presenting place as a cradle of mechanising idealism as well as a means 

one getting one self free of it.  The following discussion attempts to present the notion 

of place as a vehicle of epiphany and introduces an analysis of the elements of 

pilgrimage, hoping these would even more support and stress the importance of the 

“spirit of place” and its close connectedness to knowledge as it is present within the 

substance of Lawrentian text.  

Few stories seem to be as significant for Lawrence’s treatment of the process of 

cognition as “The Horse Dealer’s Daughter”. This fragile semi-romance which was 

already touched upon in the chapter “On Language” contains a number of important 

notions concerning Lawrence’s approach to cognition. The story describes an existential 

situation of a family of three brothers and a sister. The end of the horse-dealing business 

forces the family to dissolve and makes each member take care for himself. The 

brothers, having already found their future place to live in, do not pay much attention to 

their sister’s fate. Their mutual relationship has never been very good and as it has been 

already stressed that the attitude of the brothers reduced their sister Mabel to a mere 

particle of the machinery of the household. With the household now being disbanded, 

Mabel faces a true ontological crisis – a fact being “in advance” expressed by the first 

line of the story: Well, Mabel, and what are you going to do with yourself?”
145

 Unable 

to solve the problem in the house where she lived and where she grew up, to use 

Lawrentian terminology: ignorant to all the stimuli of the cosmos, she naturally seeks 

a place where she would no longer be a passive “thing” but may experience a true and 

vital interaction with her environment. 

In her search for a place that would allow her “the full achievement of herself” 

and through a process of dynamic imagination Mabel, as if mindlessly, seeks the 

communion and presence of her mother and undertakes a “pilgrimage” to the 

heterotopia of the graveyard. The knowledge she acquires on this journey, though, does 

not represent the expected new beginning and renouncement of the old life. Let us 

examine the relevant passage in appropriate detail: 

“Mindless and persistent, she seemed in a sort of ecstasy to be coming nearer to her 

fulfilment, her own glorification, approaching her dead mother, who was glorified. In the 

afternoon she took a little bag, with shears and sponge and a small scrubbing brush, and 
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went out. It was a grey, wintry day, with saddened, dark grey fields and an atmosphere 

blackened by the smoke of foundries not far off. She went quickly, darkly along the 

causeway, heeding nobody, through town to the churchyard.  

There she felt secure, as if no one could see her, although as a matter of fact she 

was exposed to the stare of everyone who passed along under the churchyard wall. 

Nevertheless, once under the shadow of the great looming church, among the graves, she 

felt immune from the world, reserved within the thick churchyard wall as in another 

country.”
146

 

The quoted paragraphs clearly share the distinctive qualities of a heterotopia as 

they were identified and postulated in all to this point discussed stories. The place, 

explicitly described as “another country”, is protected and clearly delineated by the 

“thick churchyard wall”. Moreover, it is to be reached only after one leaves the familiar 

locale of the city. Here, in this “mythological” otherworld, Mabel may feel herself 

“immune to the world” with “no one to see her” and no longer tied by any mundane 

bonds that would bring her away from herself: 

“Carefully she clipped the grass from the grave, and arranged the pinky-white 

snow chrysanthemums in the tin cross. When this was done, she took an empty jar 

from a neighbouring grave, brought water, and carefully, most scrupulously 

sponged the marble headstone and the coping-stone. 

It gave her sincere satisfaction to do this. She felt immediate contact with the 

world of her mother. She took minute pains, went through the work in a state of 

bordering pure happiness, as if in performing this task she came into a subtle, 

intimate connection with her mother. For the life she followed here in the world 

was far less real that the world of death she inherited from her mother.”
147

  

In this most beautiful and indeed dream-like passage, the reader may see Mabel 

embracing what she chose to be the legacy of her mother. The immediate contact by 

a touch and direct physical contact with her mother projected into the mass of the 

sepulchre reinforces and strengthens the construction Mabel has established in order to 

have at least some hiding place from the routine of her daily duties. All of her life she 

lived “in a memory of her mother, who died when she was fourteen, and whom she had 
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loved.”
148

 Now, with her “real” life being taken away, she fixed herself fully and 

became entirely devoted to the “fulfilment of the glorification” her mother represented 

to her. Her stay at the churchyard and her attending at the grave only strengthen her 

resolve. Her life in the house being gone, she projects herself fully to the life of her 

mother. Considering what role the idealised knowledge of her mother played in Mabel’s 

life introduces an interesting paradox which is central to Lawrence’s understanding of 

the role of knowledge as such.  

It seems possible to assume, that the idea of Mabel’s mother played a certain 

positive role in her life and helped her to deal with the harshness and emotional 

barrenness of her situation. As far as this is true it is not possible to dismiss the 

idealisation as something utterly negative. Having in mind what this thesis considers 

being a central thesis of Lawrence’s philosophy, i.e. that: “[k]nowledge must be put into 

its true place in the living activity of man”, it is possible to explain the story as 

an unconscious attempt to free oneself from the echoes of the past life. It is indeed 

a process of what Lawrentian scholars would call a “rebirth through death” or 

a “liberation myth”. This being perfectly true, it is important to note that such process is 

at the same time a process of “opening a new area of consciousness”. This is obviously 

never easy because it requires the perceptive mind to renounce its former understanding 

of the world: “To open out a new wide area of consciousness means to slough the old 

consciousness. The old consciousness has become a tight-fitting prison to us, in which 

we are going to rotten.  ou can’t have a new, easy skin, before you have sloughed the 

old, tight skin.”
149

 

To put the matter differently: in order to live on Mabel needs to fully renounce her 

former life. The paradoxical polarity so characteristic of Lawrence in his later period 

turns the former remedy into a present poison. The idea of her mother that supplied 

Mabel with the minimum of intimacy she needed to survive the life she lived would 

now become an obstacle in her entering into a life freed from the past and eventually 

cause of her death. This process is in the story, once again, mirroring itself in the role of 

place as if humming with the soul of the dead mother. If Egbert has been described as 

“projecting the image of himself into his garden”, it seems more than natural to describe 

Mabel as projecting the image of her mother into the churchyard and its near environs. 
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The intimately coloured place again, as it was in “England, My England!”, functions as 

a reservoir, as a knowledge-battery that gets recharged any time Mabel comes to attend 

to the grave and in this respect comes close to Foucault’s notion of the “heterotopia of 

compensation”.
150

  

At this moment, it becomes more and more evident that the story gradually 

achieves a more and more mystical tone.
151

 In her Ophelian gesture, Mabel, mindless 

and absorbed, fails to notice she is being watched by a vigilant look of Dr. Fergusson. 

Dr. Fergusson, at the beginning of the story more or less indifferent to Mabel, becomes 

attentive to her after he sees her earlier that day attending at the grave. Their eyes meet 

(in a typical gaze-theory situation) and both recognise and “find each other out with 

a look of an extraordinary and seemingly magical quality:”
152

 

“[G]lancing across the graveyard with his quick eye he saw the girl at her task at 

the grave. She seemed so intent and remote, it was like looking into another world. 

Some mystical element was touched in him. He slowed down as he walked, watching 

her as if spellbound. She lifted her eyes, feeling him looking. Their eyes met. And each 

looked away at once, each feeling in some way found out by the other. [...] There 

remained distinct in his consciousness, like a vision, the memory of her face, lifted from 

the tombstone in the churchyard, and looking at him with slow, large, portentous eyes. 

There was a heavy power in her eyes which laid hold of his whole being, as if he had 

drunk some powerful drug. He had been feeling weak and done before. Now his life 

came back to him, he felt delivered from his own fretted daily self.”
153

 

The above quoted scene is, first of all, a scene of recognition. Dr. Fergusson 

recognises Mabel and in the extravagance and exaltedness of the situation sees her in 

a completely new manner. It is interesting to note (besides the fact, that the scene 

stresses the idea of the churchyard being a heterotopia) the way in which the register 

used to describe this particular situation changes. By using an “esoteric vocabulary” 

like: “looking into another word”, “mystical element”, “spellbound”, “portentous eyes”, 

and others alike Lawrence pushes the text into a wholly new dimension of reality. 

Realistic description of the family household and the life in the area deployed at the 
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beginning of the story are gradually exchanged for gothic and more abstract registers 

suggesting a radical change of mood of the story.
154

 The magical character of Dr. 

Fergusson’s attraction prepares him to “become suddenly alive and attentive” in the 

very moment he sees Mabel on her way to the pond. 

Despite the fact that it does not come at the end of the story, the scene of Dr. 

Fergusson saving Mabel from the embrace of the pond represents the very central scene 

of the story. First of all, the scene symbolically represents a very strong metaphor of 

rebirth, so typical of Lawrence not only in his short stories. In this particular case, the 

whole situation is enhanced by the mother-like nature of the place. This again delivers 

a multi-layer cluster of birth and rebirth/generation and degeneration. The mother-like 

features of the place are not only stressed by Mabel attending to the grave stones as if 

she were washing the very body of her mother but in the very scene of her wading into 

the pond in which the subjective image of Mabel’s mother becomes identified with the 

mystical body of Magna Mater:
155

  

“He [Dr. Fergusson] followed her minutely as she moved, direct and intent, like 

something transmitted rather than stirring in voluntary activity, straight down the field 

toward the pond. There she stood on a bank for a moment. She never raised her head. 

Then she waded slowly into the water. He stood motionless as the small black figure 

walked slowly and deliberately into the motionless water, and still moving forward 

towards the centre of the pond, where slowly, gradually moving deeper into the 

motionless water, and still moving forward as the water got up to her breast. Then he 

could see her no more in the dusk of the dead afternoon.”
156

   

Mabel’s entering of the pond, the fact of her being transmitted by some 

incomprehensible “force”, resembles some sort of ritual, a ritualised action (not very 

distant from her washing of the grave), a watery hecatomb to the glorious image of her 

mother who dwells in the earth and whose realm of the dead is to be accessed by 

passing through the gateway of the pond. As Bachelard stresses: “And so water bids us 

to die. It is bidding towards a strange death that enables us to reach one of the 
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elementary material sanctuaries.”
157

 And so the man-made reservoir which gathers and 

stops all the floating and living waters from its surroundings becomes a materialized 

bidding of Mabel’s mother to join her, merge in one and dissolve, swallowed by the 

watery element. Dr. Fergusson, who ventures to the pond in order to safe Mabel from 

her doom as if feels the dead-like nature of the water and feels a mortal fear of it: 

“He [Dr. Fergusson] stood on the bank, breathing heavily. He could see nothing. 

His eyes seemed to penetrate the dead water. Yes, perhaps that was the dark shadow of 

her black clothing beneath the surface of the water. He slowly ventured into the pond. 

The bottom was deep, soft clay; he sank in, and the water clasped dead cold round his 

legs. As he stirred he could smell the cold, rotten clay that fouled up into the water. It 

was objectionable to his lungs. Still, repelled and yet not heeding, he moved deeper into 

the pond. The cold water rose over his thighs, over his loins, upon his abdomen. The 

lower part of his body was all sunk in the hideous cold element. And the bottom was so 

deeply soft and uncertain, he was afraid of pitching with his mouth underneath. He 

could not swim and was afraid.”
158

 

As Dr. Fergusson enters the now fully animated pond it becomes immediately clear 

how hostile and unnatural place this is to him. The soft clay and mud on the bottom of it 

give an impression of the pond holding him by his foot as if it were a living organism. 

As it is very common for Lawrence, the perception is accomplished by delivering 

sensations from more than one sense: the water is cold as well as smelly, opaque, 

suffocating:  

 “He crouched a little, spreading his hands under the water and moving them round, 

trying to feel for her [Mabel]. The dead cold water swayed upon his chest. He moved 

again, a little deeper, and again, with his hands underneath, he felt all around under the 

water. And he touched her clothing. But it evaded his fingers. He made a desperate 

attempt to grasp it.”
159

 

The significance of this scene echoes with the significance of Lawrentian notion of 

the touch as a medium of a finer perception. Not only that the water element represents 

a hostile and troublesome environment, but requires a different perceptive attitude. This 

defamiliarised sensuality at the verge of self-destruction is one of the strongest moments 
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and Mabel’s clothes in the water escaping doctor’s fingers resonate with Shakespearean 

echoes. Would Hamlet, having the chance, venture into the water for Ophelia? 

“And in doing so, he lost his balance and went under, horribly, suffocating in the 

foul, earthy water, struggling madly for a few moments. At last, after what seemed an 

eternity, he got his footing, rose again into the air and looked around. He gasped, and 

knew he was in the world. Then he looked at the water. She had risen near him. He 

grasped her clothing, and, drawing her nearer, turned to take his way to land again.”
160

  

The situation now turns into a struggle for not only one but two lives. Eventually, 

as the doctor finds his footing, the body of Mabel as if spontaneously, or miraculously 

(the story was originally called “The Miracle”) appears on the water surface. In addition 

to this, the scene further develops the dichotomy of the “outside and inside” with the 

doctor knowing he was back “in the world” as he emerges from the deadly element. As 

he, few moments later, reaches the verge of the pond netherworld his “relief to be out of 

the clutches of the pond” speaks for itself. The connection with the animated pond is 

finally broken as Dr. Fergusson hastens to dispose of the “earthy-smelling clothing”. 

The catharsis as well as the outcome of the situation and of the whole story is 

a chance to start a new life by discarding the old one. The emergence of the knowledge 

of mutual devotion, however not unproblematic,
161

 suggests itself being possible only as 

a result of the full renouncement of the past life with all of its inherited codes of 

behaviour, precisely in accordance with the above mentioned statement saying that: 

“ ou can’t have a new, easy skin, before you have sloughed the old, tight skin.”
162

   

“The Horse Dealer’s Daughter”, as well as “England, My England!”, “A Modern 

Lover”, “The Shades of Spring” and other stories to be yet discussed provide the 

argument a number of with more or less complex examples of the role the phenomenon 

of knowledge plays in the lives of the characters involved. All of the stories describe 

an expansive and almost tyrannical quality of knowledge in its idealised form. Such 

knowledge considerably influences lives of those who possess (or are possessed by?) 

this knowledge. The very fact of knowing that something is described as 

an epistemological paradigm, as glasses one puts on. These glasses then influence all 

received information and make it fit into the pre-existing paradigm; as Nietzsche has it: 
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“In our thought, the essential feature is fitting new material into old schemes, making 

equal what is new.”
163

 In this way, knowledge is taking form of the Lawrentian “idea” 

creates new “knowledge” and spell-binds individuals to the vicious circle of life 

stabilising and deadening idealism: “The idea, the IDEA, that fixed gorgon monster, and 

the IDEAL, that great stationary engine, these two gods-of-the-machine have been busy 

destroying all natural reciprocity and all natural circuits, for centuries.”
164

 

 

3.5 Knowledge and Epistemological Conditioning 

      “[T]he will to equality is the will to power.”
165

 

 

One of the few ways to brake from the bidding of the ideal is to adhere to the 

principals of perspectivism and defamiliarisation. Typologically, these represent for 

Lawrence an opposing pair to the workings of the “ideal”. The following discussion 

tracks the quest for epistemological freedom as it is portrayed in the following stories: 

“The Borderline”, “The Overtone”, and “The Blind Man”. It will come as no surprise 

that even in these, such quest is going to take a form of a pilgrimage, i.e. as a process 

inherently connected to the notion of defamiliarising place. 

“The Blind Man”, being probably to most disturbingly Nietzschean short story, 

provides a plenitude of material for the study of knowledge in its relation to what might 

be called personal places and spheres of influence. Besides this surely interesting point, 

this particular short story introduces another important concept in the study of the 

workings of knowledge: the struggle for power as it is to be understood in the 

Nietzschean terms. In “The Blind Man” we are again to observe the mechanism, already 

familiar from the discussion of the previous stories, i.e. the mechanism of dynamic 

description of the story’s setting by means of introducing a stranger – someone from the 

outside to it. The story is located on a farm of a married couple formed by a wife – 

intellectually coloured Isabel Pervin - and her more down to earth husband Maurice 

Pervin who returns from war blind and with a “disfiguring mark on his brow”.  Despite 
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its potential for common misunderstanding, the pair lives in a little communion of 

“a wonderful and unspeakable intimacy, nearness and affinity” they have established on 

their farm. Besides the time they spend together, they both do have their private spaces 

(Maurice attends the farm as much as he possibly can and Isabel writes for local 

papers). With the exception of quite rare periods of “shattering black moods”, their 

story would soon become quite a boring one. 

However, this is exactly the moment when Lawrence introduces an outsider
166

. 

Syson, Mersham and many other characters are connected in their roles of outsiders: 

they enter an area with an established pattern of behaviour and provide their “outside” 

perspective. This process creates a dynamic knowledge constituting tension and usually 

convicts one or more characters of some formerly invisible form of idealism. This is 

exactly the case with Isabel’s Scottish intellectual-friend and secretly platonic lover 

Bertie Reid
167

 who is built up as a mocking contrast to rather “mentally slow” Maurice 

Pervin. The unspoken antipathy between the two results in Bertie cutting his visits 

which eventually becomes a reason for Isabel’s slight resentment. Maurice, perhaps 

sensing this, offers Isabel to invite her friend and by the time Bertie is expected to arrive 

the scene is ready for a confrontation. 

Before any detailed discussion can be successfully made, it is again important to 

sketch the topology of the story. The setting of the story is divided into two opposing 

regions or places. First of all, there is the house which is central to the whole farm and 

represents a symbol of the ideal family life Isabel and Maurice have created “as if the 

rest of the world did not count”.
168

 However, it is also a place which is, due to its 

dialectical opposition to the earthy world of the second locale (the stables), a place of 

cultivated intellectualities and as such easily conquerable by the would-be-dandy 

intruder Bertie. Bertie’s arrival triggers and reintroduces in Isabel “her old restless 

indecision”
169

, under which she starts to re-evaluate her former life with Maurice. In this 

respect, the person of the outsider, stranger, or intruder (which Bertie beyond doubt is) 
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acquires a status of a high epistemological and knowledge creating element. This notion 

is fully developed in the following scene, depicting Bertie, Isabel, and Maurice together 

at a table during an important knowledge constituting moment: 

“The meal continued. Isabel and Bertie chatted spasmodically. The blind man was 

silent. He touched his food repeatedly, with quick, delicate touches of his knife-point, 

then cut irregular bits. He could not bear to be helped. Both Isabel and Bertie suffered: 

Isabel wondered why. She did not suffer when she was alone with Maurice. Bertie made 

her conscious of a strangeness.”
170

 

This scene exactly shows how knowledge, awareness, and consciousness are 

created and most of all connected: understanding of phenomena is subjectively and 

selectively constructed. To believe that something is “so or so” (being the essence of 

judgement) is thus a resultant of various conscious and unconscious drives and impulses 

shaped by an immediate situation, including the effects of other people, objects, and 

places. In this way Bertie represents the difference – the other being the measure of 

judgement which makes Isabel aware of her husband’s features. He is the fire-starter. 

Bertie’s sole presence defamiliarises her husband to her. Maurice is somehow aware of 

Bertie posing a threat to his way of life (in this respect it is important to realise that the 

way of life is an example of knowledge and understanding par excellence
171

). The way 

of eliminating Bertie as a threat is in this respect obvious and most cunning: Maurice 

erases Bertie from his role of the outsider by making him an integral part of his life – by 

making him his friend. Cleverly enough, he does this in the place that is under his 

control. 

The preceding paragraph has developed a description of the process of 

epistemological conditioning, showing the way in which the mere presence of Bertie 

makes Isabel re-evaluate the vision of her husband. Accordingly, it is important to 

realize that the phenomenon of place may become the same epistemological condition 

and thus radically change one’s judgement. This is especially true for the topos of the 

stables. The stables were said to be a dominion of Maurice, who despite his blindness 

moved there with an extraordinary ease and familiarity. The significance of this 
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dominion of Maurice’s surely only rises during the time Bertie occupies the 

“intellectual” area of the house.   

On various occasions during the story Maurice is being described as a person 

whose familiarity with his environs borders on some magical affinity: 

“Pervin [i.e. Maurice] moved about almost unconsciously in his familiar 

surroundings, dark though everything was. He seemed to know the presence of objects 

before he touched them. It was a pleasure for him to rock thus through a world of 

things, carried on the flood in a sort of blood-prescience. He did not think much or 

trouble much. So long as he kept this sheer immediacy of blood-contact with the 

substantial world he was happy. [...] It was a pure pleasure to stretch forth a hand and 

meet the unseen object clasp it, and posses it in pure contact. He did not try to 

remember, to visualise. He did not want to.”
172

 

In this way Maurice is described to be “in possession” of the stables. There he is in 

his own region where no one else is supposed to best him, control him or know him. His 

“large, reddish and intelligent hands,” his erect bearing and “legs that seem to know the 

earth.”
173

 No wonder he gives an image of a wild and unknown creature that lurks in the 

darkness of his hunting grounds and smells with horses. Translating the situation into 

a language of social Darwinism, it is possible to understand the area of the stables as 

a hunting ground and Maurice as a sort of unconscious predator. Bertie, who with his 

dandy knowledge and wit penetrates and easily dominates the “intellectual” area of the 

house, simply cannot match Maurice on his familiar grounds. It is precisely what we 

may call a “context” that is at stake here and that decides whose knowledge is going to 

be assimilated. Exploiting external circumstances surely becomes a major strategy in 

this knowledge confrontation: “Words like  oppression  and  adversary  are reminders that 

living things do not seek their needs in an inert environment, but in a gladiatorial world 

where similar efforts are being made by every other creature. In this Darwinian realm, 

the aggressor struggles to overwhelm, to reshape, to reduce to a function, while the 

victim seeks to maintain independence and integrity.”
174

 

The re-emergence of the notion of “someone being reduced to a function” re-echoes 

the same inherent quality the phenomenon of knowledge shares with language as it was 
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discussed in the preceding chapter. Both language and knowledge in this respect work 

as something Lawrence would call a machine principle of idealism. Their main role is to 

subdue and assimilate others into a pre-existing pattern controlled by the subject who is 

speaking or in this case knowing. This supreme manifestation of Nietzschean principle 

of will to power becomes visible in the majority of Lawrence’s stories. The world is full 

of competing individual wills and perspectives whose encounter devours the weak and 

promotes the strong, as Lawrence has it: “The world ought not to be a harmonious 

place. It ought to be a place of fierce discord and intermittent harmonies: which it is.”
175

  

The process of creating knowledge thus becomes a dynamic process of an encounter, 

a strife, which creates meaning from an active differentiation and defamiliarisation, 

working in and opposite direction to the stabilising processes of idealisation. In this 

respect Lawrence resonates with Wittgenstein stressing that a fixed idea is a tautology 

giving no picture of the world whatsoever.
176

 

Talking about perspectives of knowledge, introducing such a diametrically different 

pair as Maurice and Bertie might seem to border on a literary cliché. However, 

understood as a case study of the process of knowledge generation, it provides 

invaluable data in the above mentioned sense. The story culminates in a well known 

scene of Maurice and Bertie touching each other’s faces and “knowing each other” from 

that point on. This scene represents a grand victory for Maurice, who on his own 

grounds assimilates Bertie to his knowledge sphere and leaves him as a “mollusc with 

his shell broken.” The strange ritual culminates when Bertie is bound to touch 

Maurice’s disfigured eyes and brow: 

“Now Bertie quivered with revulsion.  et he was under the power of the blind 

man, as if hypnotized. He lifted his hand, and laid the fingers on the scar, on the sacred 

eyes. Maurice suddenly covered them with his own hand, pressed the fingers of the 

other man upon his disfigured eye-sockets, trembling in every fibre, and rocking 

slightly, slowly, from side to side. He remained thus for a minute or more, whilst Bertie 

stood as if in a swoon, unconscious, imprisoned. Then suddenly Maurice removed the 

hand of the other man from his brow and, and stood holding it in his own.  Oh my God,  

he said,  we shall know each other now, shan’t we? We shall know each other now.  

Bertie could not answer. He gazed mute and terror-struck, overcome by his own 
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weakness. He knew he could not answer. He had an unreasonable fear, lest the other 

man should suddenly destroy him.” 

The register employed in this quotation justifies the interpretation of the story as 

a struggle of two spheres of being, life attitude and thus knowledge – the action 

described reminds one of some sort of wedding ritual or initiation which binds and 

destroys the integrity of poor Bertie. In this survival of the fittest the winner is the one 

who is able to enforce his pattern of seeing things and his epistemology
177

. In his essay 

The Ritual Form in “The Blind Man”, Mark Spilka fittingly points out an extremely 

interesting moment concerning the dynamic process of knowledge creation and 

perception resulting from such a clash of perspectives. He writes: 

“A writer like James Joyce might see an  epiphany  in such an experience – a static, 

timeless manifestation of some spiritual essence; but Lawrence sees instead a kinetic 

transformation of being, in both Pervin [i.e. Maurice] and Reid [i.e. Bertie]: for when 

they return to Isabel, Maurice stands  with his feet apart like a strange colossus,  while 

Bertie is now  like a mollusc whose shell is broken.  Through the friendship rite, one man 

moves toward greater fullness of being; [...] but the other man is destroyed by the 

experience; his outer bulwark against life smashed, his inner vacuum thoroughly 

exposed.”
178

   

 In his comment, Spilka marks an important feature that is being pushed forward in 

the discussion of “The Blind Man” as well as in the discussion of knowledge in general. 

It is the idea of knowledge serving as a medium of change, or as Spilka calls it, of 

“kinetic transformation” on the level of being of individual characters. What here might 

be called “knowledge” is not some unchangeable reality-transcending truth of a Platonic 

sense which is located somewhere (and we do not know where) and is reachable only 

under some special circumstances. Knowledge here takes a form of an outcome of 

a dynamic struggle for asserting one’s own perspective and takes form of an ever 

changing dynamic unit with a dramatic impact on individual characters. Knowledge in 

this respect overcomes the distinction between the fields of ontological and 
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epistemological. The activity or eventual passivity appears here, besides the notorious 

blood-knowledge/conscious knowledge distinction, can be understood as another 

constitutive distinction in Lawrence’s theory of knowledge. It is namely the active and 

creative approach which distinguishes life, as Lawrence states in Studies in Classic 

American Literature: “[W]hile ever the soul remains alive, it is the moulder and not the 

moulded. It is the souls of the living men that subtly impregnate stones, houses, 

mountains, continents, and give these their subtlest form. People only subject to stones 

after having lost their integral souls.”
179

 

At this moment, it seems appropriate to introduce a minor digression and comment 

upon one particular aspect of “Blind Man Story”, namely the significance of the 

phenomenon of touch. The importance of touch, stressed by many commentators as 

an alternative, more authentic and more “unconscious” form of communication, asserts 

itself as well in the discussion based on a struggle between individual characters. The 

act of touching something, the haptic experience, as it was mentioned for example in 

connection with stories like “Horse Dealer’s Daughter”, only testifies to the importance 

of the tactile sense to Lawrence’s metaphysics. In one of his letters Lawrence clearly 

and one would be tempted to say “touchingly” describes his feelings while he touches 

his landlord’s nine months old baby:  

“Somehow, I think we come into knowledge (unconscious) of the most vital 

parts of the cosmos by touching things. You do not know how I feel my soul 

enlarged through the contact with the soft arms and face and body of my Hilda 

Mary – who is 9months today. I know my phraseology is vague and impossible. 

But there must be some great purposeful impulses through everything to move it 

and work it to an end. The world says you feel the press of these impulses, you 

recognise them, in knowledge - in science – but I, joining hands with the artists, 

declare that also and supremely the sympathy with and submission to the great 

impulses comes through the feeling – indescribable – and, I think, unknowable.”
180

 

 The sympathy towards the touch Lawrence expresses here is only a particle in 

his lifelong devotion to the concept of touching objects (including people). What seems 

important in the act of touching is the immediate nature of the direct contact. No “third” 

mediating object (including words) is needed to establish the desired connection. Yi –Fu 
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Tuan in his remarkable study Topophilia – A Study Of Environmental Perception, 

Attitudes and Values remind us of the fact that we are “always in touch” with something 

and underlines the key quality of touch with respect to the knowledge such contact 

enables: “Touch is the direct experience of resistance, the direct experience of the world 

as a system of resistances and pressures that persuade us of the existence of a reality 

independent of our imaginings. To see is not yet to believe: hence Christ offered himself 

to be touched by the doubting apostle.”
181

 From this description of touch, so fitting to 

Lawrence’s idea of the world as system of opposing individual wills and resistances,
182

 

it becomes evident that by touching things one in fact realises and affirms the existence 

of the objects one touches and at the same time confirms their otherness.  

The delicate nature of touch becomes, more than anywhere else, most explicitly 

treated in the in an eponymous story “You Touched Me”. In this story Lawrence 

describes a conflict of two sisters, Matilda and Emmie, with their adoptive brother 

Hadrian. Hadrian, who lived with the family in his childhood, returns after some years 

home and eventually manages to regain some sympathies of his step-father, yet not of 

his “sisters.” Matilda and Emmie, themselves older and not yet married, see Hadrian as 

a threat to their heritage. Significantly, it is exactly the moment of Matilda accidentally 

touching him which brings Hadrian to the idea of securing the heritage by convincing 

the father to force Matilda into marriage with him. The magical nature of the touch 

somehow changes her. Upon touching Hadrian’s face “[s]he stood holding up her hand 

that had touched him, as if it were hurt.”
183

 In the following dialogue scene, the act of 

touching gets described as a trigger of some hidden, perhaps unconscious, knowledge 

that against their will binds Hadrian and Matilda together.   

“ I don’t want to talk to you,  she said, averting her face.   ou put your hand on 

me, though,  he said.   ou shouldn’t have done that, and then I should never have 

thought of it [marrying Matilda].  ou shouldn’t have touched me.  [...]  It is so 

indecent,  she said.  How?  he retorted.   ou touched me . But she walked away from 

him. She felt as if he had trapped her. [...] The same evening she went into her 

father’s room.   es,  she said suddenly.  I’ll marry him. ”
184
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3.6 Commune with Nature 

 

“And week after week my body was a vineyard, my veins were vines. And as the 

grapes, the purple drops, grew full and sweet, I crushed them in a bowl, I treasured the wine.”
185

 

 

The active dominating principle of the living human soul penetrating people as well 

as landscapes, reshaping them, and indoctrinating them into the contents of one’s 

knowledge, resisting and giving resistance to others – that is the picture of the 

epistemological and ontological situation of the subject as it is described in this text and 

as it is to be found in Lawrence’s texts. What remains to be dome in the discussion of 

knowledge and all processes related to its creation in this chapter is a discussion of two 

later and rather mystical short stories closely connected with the process of pilgrimage – 

“The Borderline” and “The Overtone”. As it was demonstrated, the notion of pilgrimage 

unites uniqueness of certain place with the subject’s yearning for heterogenic and 

defamiliarized knowledge that is to be found only in heterotopias. Such knowledge has 

to be available only to those who are willing to leave behind their everyday locale and 

wander. 

   “The Borderline” and “The Overtone” are both unique examples of highly 

mysterious stories, most ostentatiously displaying the role of such heterotopias. Until 

now the analytical discussion has introduced the concept of place as growing from 

an interaction between an individual subject and place. This interaction might be called 

cultivation. Significance of cultivation lies in the fact that the knowledge creating 

activity rests more on the side of the cultivating subject. Mabel imbued the churchyard 

with the image of her mother, Egbert cultivates his protective garden, and Syson and 

Mersham together with Mrs Coates seal their idealised memories to the dream-lands of 

their past. The situation in “The Borderline” and “The Overtone” is slightly different: 

here, the slow process of cultivation becomes replaced by an immediate and 

straightforward epistemological “shock” caused by an encounter with the otherworld. 

To put it in other words: the shock of the heterotopia plucks Dasein out of its pre-

understanding.
186
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 The almost gothic ghost story “The Borderline” swarms with numerous other 

examples of Lawrence’s powerful sense of spatial imagination. As it might be visible 

from the various extracts quoted above, Lawrence’s short stories are filled with 

metaphors, similes, and other rhetoric devices using spatial imagery. Description of 

a character would be hardly imaginable without giving at least a quick glimpse at his 

relation to his environs. “The Borderline” is a shining example of this. The central 

character to the story is a subtly aristocratic Katherine Farquar, daughter to a German 

baron. She married a “red-haired fighting Celt Alan” who got missing in war. Few years 

after the war Katherine married her lost husband’s friend Philip who was a great 

consolation to her after Alan got missed. As it is uncomfortably common with 

Lawrence, the tastes of women are subject to numerous changes and so Katherine starts 

to disregard Philip for the memory of her first husband. Philip, although too of Celtic 

origin, is described as being in all respects completely inferior to her former husband, 

whom, in addition to this, Katherine “never considered him dead”. This being said, it 

comes as no surprise that Katherine eventually succumbs to a feeling: “as if Philip has 

never existed, [and] only Alan had ever been her husband. He was still her husband. 

And she was going to meet him.”
187

  

Having this in mind Katherine sets on a journey eastwards, moving from Paris 

(where she currently lived) to Germany, where she was born. The train she travels with 

takes her through the war devastated region of Flanders and the landscape imagery 

(reminding her of the war and loss of her husband) starts to mirror the peculiar nature 

Katherine’s journey is soon about to acquire: 

“As she looked unseeing out of the carriage window, suddenly, with a jolt, the 

wintry landscape realised itself in her consciousness. The flat, grey, wintry landscape, 

ploughed fields of greyish earth that looked as if they were compounded of the clay of 

dead men. Pallid, stark, thin trees stood like wire, besides abstract roads. A ruined farm 

between a few more trees. And a dismal village filed past, with smashed houses like 

rotten teeth between the straight rows of the village street. With sudden horror she 

realised that she must be in the Marne country, the ghastly Marne country century after 

century digging the corpses of frustrated men into its soil. The border country, where 
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the Latin races and the Germanic neutralise one another into horrid ash. Perhaps even 

the corpse of her own man among that grey clay.”
188

  

As it is possible to observe from this extract, the anthropomorphic description of 

the landscape, together with the imagery mixing human and material items into one 

horrid picture, here becomes an integral part of Lawrence’s presentation of reality. The 

land, as if animated, “realises itself” with an unbidden intensity in the consciousness of 

poor Katherine. The spirit of the place in this way directly influences the perceiving 

subject and penetrates its consciousness with unexpected sensations with the power that 

changes the subject from the state of “mere looking” to “actually seeing.” The animated 

land demonstrates as if a will of its own (similarly to the motherly land in “The Horse 

Dealer’s Daughter”). The spirit of the place Lawrence talks about in Studies of Classic 

American Literature is reality in the Marne region. As Lawrence states: “Different 

places on the face of the earth have different vital effluence, different vibration, 

different chemical exhalation, different polarity with different stars: call it whatever you 

like, the spirit of place is a great reality.”
189

   

The polarity of the place Katherine travels to is an extraordinary one. The 

peculiarity of impressions in the region of Katherine’s arrival suggests that the border 

she recently crossed was not only a geographical one. Katherine’s return to Alsace 

(a country she used to know as a girl) thus represents a crossing of a number of 

borderlines at once. First, a geographical one, second, a temporal one, and finally, a line 

that seems to be a border between two worlds – the world of the living and the world of 

the dead. All of these changes unlock sensations and thus knowledge of an unexpected 

nature and intensity. During the description of the city Katherine arrives at, one cannot 

help the impression of her walking through a truly bizarre heterotopia:  

“She remembered the little street, the old, overhanging houses with black 

timbers and high gables. And like a great ghost, a reddish flush in its darkness, the 

uncanny cathedral, breasting the oncomer, standing gigantic, looking down in 

darkness out of darkness, on the pigmy humanness of the city. It was built of reddish 

stone, that had a flush in the night, like dark flesh. And a vast, an incomprehensibly 

tall, strange thing, it looked down out of the night. The great rose window, poised 

high, seemed like a breast of the vast Thing, and prisms and needles of stone shut up, 
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as if it were plumage, dimly, half visible in heaven. There it was, in the upper 

darkness of the ponderous winter night, like a menace. She remembered her spirit 

used in the past to soar aloft with it. But now, looming with a faint rust of blood out 

of the upper black heavens, the Thing stood suspended, looking down with vast, 

demonish menace, calm and implacable. Mystery and dim, ancient fear came over 

the woman’s soul. The cathedral looked so strange and demonish-heathen. And an 

ancient, indominable blood seemed to stir in it.”
190

 

The anthropomorphised nature of the place asserts its significance even in the area 

of the city. At the centre of the city Katherine finds a horror like cathedral, being more 

a thing than a mere building. Looking “demonish-heathen”, it negates all of its Christian 

attributes and belongs to the mythical orbis alius.
191

 The otherworld behind the border 

has the strangest effect on Katherine’s imagination. On various occasions, there was 

a chance to observe how the spirit of place might influence individual’s cognitive 

processes. The case of “The Borderline” orbis alius is indeed an extreme case of such 

process – a process of stimulating the unconscious drives and resurrecting of the old, 

perhaps already repressed memories and preferences, something Lawrence might tend 

to identify with his concept of blood knowledge. This blood, pre-colonised and 

unassimilated knowledge is here symbolically presented as slumbering behind 

a seemingly Christian surface of the borderland, exposing itself to those sensitive 

enough to feel it:  

“[D]imly she realised that behind all the ashy pallor and sulphur of our civilisation, 

lurks the great blood creature waiting, implacable and eternal, ready at last to crush our 

white brittleness and let the shadowy blood move erect once more, in a new implacable 

pride and strength. Even out of the lower heavens looms the great blood-dusky Thing, 

blotting out the Cross it was supposed to exalt.”
192

 

In a typical fashion, Lawrence displays the dance of attributes making the spirit of 

place alive and wakening at the Rhine. Such spirituality of place forcefully influences 

those who dwell there. The land speaks with its own language and pulsates with life and 

knowledge: 
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“In the great flat field of the Rhine plain, the shallow flood water was frozen, the 

furrows run towards nowhere, the air seemed frozen, too, but the earth felt strong and 

barbaric, it seemed to vibrate, with its straight furrows in a deep, savage undertone. 

There was the frozen, savage undertone. There was something wild and unsubdued, pre-

Roman. This part of the Rhine Valley, even on the right bank in Germany, was 

occupied by the French; hence the curious vacancy, the suspense, as if no men lived 

there, but some spirit was watching, watching over the vast, empty, straight furrow 

fields and the water-meadows. Stillness, emptiness, suspense, and a sense of something 

still impending.”
193

 

The earth “vibrating, with its straight furrows in a deep savage undertone” is earth 

transmitting its knowledge – the dark knowledge of the “resistant, malevolent heart of 

earth’s oldest, stubborn core.”
194

 According to the argument of this thesis, there are two 

possible interpretations of such phenomenon of place. First, there is what might be 

called a limited or a realistic interpretation. According to this, the spirit of place would 

stand for a sensual stimulus setting free the subject’s imagination and/or functioning as 

a reminder of what was identified as a “knowledge-battery”.
195

 This interpretation 

seems to be of a prevailing relevance in Lawrence’s earlier fiction (“A Modern Lover”, 

“The Shades of Spring”, “Shadow in a Rose Garden”, and other similar stories). 

However, there is a strong or so to say literal interpretation, which becomes more and 

more relevant with Lawrence developing his style in later stories. Starting roughly with 

“The Horse Dealer’s Daughter”, places and the heterotopias become literary imbued 

with magical powers
196

 – they become animated and almost actively enter into the 

knowledge creating process, of course under condition of subjects’ ability to commune 
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with nature and hear its silent humming.
197

 With the stronger interpretation, the relation 

of the subject to the murmuring landscape is not a mere progressive one-way projection 

with an eventual reciprocity; quite the opposite being true, it is the place that initiates 

the heightened sensitivity of the subject and thus communicates an important piece of 

knowledge to those who are ready to accept it. Such knowledge might be understood as 

an extension of the very being of man: a dynamic, ongoing interchange of impulses
198

 

and vibrations:  

“Man doth not live by bread alone, to absorb it and to evacuate it. What is the 

breadth of life? My dear, it is the strange current of interchange that flows between 

men and men, men and women, and men and things. A constant current of interflow, 

a constant vibrating interchange. That is the breadth of life. And this overflow, this 

electric vibration is polarised. There is a positive and negative polarity. This is the 

law of life, of vitalism. Only ideas are final, finite, static and single. All life-

interchange is a polarized communication. A circuit.”
199

 

Any heterotopia, any place with a vital vibration thus represents a dynamic cosmos 

which forms a “circuit” with an individual subject and thus actively participates on the 

formation of his being, understanding, and eventually the sum total of his knowledge. 

This paraphrase of Lawrence’s statement concerning the relationship of a subject and its 

environment heralds the recent works of the few philosophers concerned with the nature 

of place, being it Foucault, Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty, Bachelard or others and testifies 

that a complete picture of a man cannot be given without a sufficient treatment to his 

relation not only to other subjects but to objects as well. 

 Returning back to the story itself, it is possible to observe how Katherine 

eventually meets the spirit of her dead husband (Alan), who “came from the halls of the 

dead, to her, for her own relief.” Alan’s ghost occasionally appears and disappears. 

Despite this, his presence (regardless if he is a ghost or some sort of just a product of 

Katherine’s imagination) is still tangible within the region. Philip, who comes to join 

Katherine and eventually plans to take her back to Paris, finds out that the same land 

that provides her wife with such powerful stimuli somehow “freezes his inside and does 
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something to his chest”.
200

 Cutting a long story short, the situation is getting ready for 

Katherine to choose between the two husbands of hers. From our perspective, it is 

important to notice that it is (again) not only a choice between two men but between 

two modes of knowledge, two understandings of reality and two modes of being 

represented by two opposing places. Katherine’s catharsis would not be possible in 

Paris or anywhere else. The understanding of life Katherine acquires behind the 

borderline is possible in the one and only oribis alius and nowhere else. This being said, 

it makes a perfect sense to talk of an endemic character of knowledge. Even the final 

scene of the story, in which Katherine makes her choice and prefers her dead husband to 

the living one, is realised by a spatially significant metaphor of Katherine leaving the 

room she shares with Philip and going into the black borderline forest: 

“The afternoon grew colder and colder. Philip shivered in bed, under the greast 

bolster.   But it’s a murderous cold! It’s murdering me!   he [Philip]said. She did not 

mind it. She sat abstracted, remote form him, her spirit going out into the frozen 

evening. A very powerful flow seemed to envelop her in another reality. It was Alan 

calling to her, holding her. And the hold seemed to grow stronger every hour.”
201

   

The final phase of the story describes Katherine as being unable to distinguish 

between what is reality and what is an illusion. As a token of this, Philip seems to her 

more dead that Alan. Even Philip himself becomes somehow confused and tells 

Katherine that she is to him “the only thing on earth that remains real” which, being 

answered by Katherine’s:   ou don’t seem very real to me,”
202

only adds up the truly 

perverted reality of the story. As the boundaries collapse the interplay of realities, 

mirrorings, and projections of different realities and realms definitely becomes one of 

the key features of the story. In the end, the opposing realms mingle into one and as if 

interchange: the living husband dies, the dead one is treated as if alive, static realities 

switch and what was taken for granted is doubted as what was deemed impossible 

suddenly happens. The cosmos begins to move. In such situation, the only knowledge 

that matters is to know how “not to know” and let yourself be guided by what is 

communicated by the humming of the dynamic impulses and not interfere against the 

inertia of the universe. As Lawrence himself brilliantly puts it: “ et, we must know, if 

only in order to learn not to know. The supreme lesson of human consciousness is to 
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learn to know not to know. That is how not to interfere. That is how to live 

dynamically, from the great Source, and not statically like machines, driven by ideas 

and principles from the head, or automatically, from one fixed desire.”
203

 

The final few pages of this chapter are devoted to the discussion of another of the 

later stories entitled “The Overtone”. The discussion of this multi-layered short story 

shall set aside the potentially interesting discussion of the Pan/Christ opposition pair 

and focus solely on exploring the relevance of place in the knowledge creating process. 

The very first lines of the story introduce the two main protagonists – a married pair 

attending a party. The man, being bored, sits in front of the party house (the dialectics of 

the outside/inside reappears) and keeps peering into the night. Suddenly, he becomes 

interested and thrilled by the night which paradoxically becomes more vivid and living 

than the party behind him: “There was vividness then in all this lucid night, things 

flashing and quivering with being, almost as the soul quivers in the darkness of the 

eye.
204

 He could feel it. The night’s great circle was pulpit of an eye, full of mystery, 

and the unknown fire of life, that does not burn away, but flickers unquenchable.”
205

 

Motivated by this, he asks his wife to join him on a walk and experience the 

“cleanness and nakedness of the night”, in which it was possible to observe things more 

precisely or, as he calls it, “to un-glove one self”.
206

 In the changed epistemological 

conditions of the moonlight combined with the spirit of the “place he knew on the ledge 

of the hill” (a typical heterotopia), he suddenly sees his wife projected into the 

landscape/landscape projected into her wife. This knowledge suddenly makes him want 

to love her:  

“[H]e wanted to unglove himself. Quite clear, quite bare to the moon, the 

touch of everything, he wanted to be. And after all, his wife was everything – 

moon, vapour of trees, trickling water and rift of perfume – it was all his wife. The 

moon glistened on her fingertips as he cherished them. [...] He saw her face all 

compounded of shadows and moonlight, and he dared not kiss her.
207
”  
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Despite the fact that the wife does not want to partake in her husband’s 

topologically motivated fantasies and make love betwixt the twigs, the extract 

demonstrates a considerable degree of what the precise point of the preceding 

discussion.  The spirit of the place, being it objectively existing “entity” or a subjective 

reaction of an inert space (which is unlikely, unpoetical and perhaps even impossible), 

is, as a matter of fact, a phenomenon that significantly influences the process of 

cognition which inevitably influences the process of understanding, judgement, and 

attitude to any outer stimuli eventually resulting in establishing such and such 

knowledge.  

On the preceding material, an attempt has been made to develop the motives from 

the chapter “On Language” with respect to the specific understanding of the 

phenomenon of knowledge. Language, being a type of knowledge, and knowledge, 

being a type of language, are both connected in Lawrence’s plea stating that one should 

strictly delineate their place in his or her life. Both language and knowledge share what 

is considered consider as a fundamental message behind all of Lawrence’s work: it is 

a matter of high importance to step above the mechanism of language/knowledge, 

transcend it, became aware of it. Paradoxically, in order to be able to step behind 

knowledge/language, one has to have/use it. This process is far from a one-sided black 

and white dichotomies and cries for an entire renouncement of knowledge and/or 

language. All the yearning for alternative means of communication, alternative 

epistemologies, and forms of knowledge in fact turns into a harsh pilgrimage in which 

one deliberately leaves a paradigm he lives in order to be able to return back full circle, 

freely and on his own will.  As Lawrence says: “And after all, we have to know all 

before we can know that knowing is nothing. Imaginatively, we have to know all: even 

the elemental waters. And know and know on until knowledge suddenly shrivels and we 

know that forever we don’t know. Then there is a sort of peace, and we can start afresh, 

knowing we don’t know.”
208
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4. THE SELF 

“Unless we submit our will to the great flooding of life, there is no life in us.”
209

 

 

The phenomena of the language and knowledge as they were discussed in some 

detail in the two preceding chapters have their natural connection in the phenomenon, 

notion or concept of the Self. This is not true only for Lawrence, but, as it may be 

argued, more generally: language needs and is in certain sense predetermined by the 

speaking subject, as well as knowledge which for Lawrence does not exist in some 

platonic sense somewhere “outside” the thinking subject but is inherently bound to it. 

What is more, as it is going to be argued in this particular section, the phenomenon of 

the Self is connected to and forms an extension of the notions of language and 

knowledge understood as a direct manifestation and specimen of the dangerous and so 

often discussed workings of idealism. In this way, this chapter accomplishes the work of 

the two preceding chapters and constitutes the whole of the Lawrentian idealist 

“language-knowledge-Self” triptych. 

The problematic nature of the idea or the construct of the Self (for the conscious 

idea of the Self is for Lawrence always a mere construct) is perhaps one of the most 

widely discussed features of Lawrence’s theoretical stances. For this reason, the main 

aim of this paper is to focus primarily on the specific manifestations of this 

phenomenon in Lawrence’s short stories. Such manifestations are, first of all, all of the 

images metaphorically conveying destabilisation of the subject’s Self, images of 

weakening of the subject’s perceptive and/or ontological security, and other visions that 

might be subsumed under the term “ontological insecurity”.
210

 As it is going to be 

demonstrated, such images are closely connected to the moments discussed on 

numerous occasions (language and knowledge) and are intended to be understood as 

extensions thereof. Such moments are to be found in the previous text every time the 

phenomena of language and knowledge started to influence the ontological status of 

individual subjects. 
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As it is visible from the discussion present in the chapter “On Language”, the 

mechanical principles inherent to verbal language may reduce any human subject to a 

mere passive particle in the chain of events (see the discussion of the stories like “Two 

Blue Birds”, “Shades of Spring”, “A Modern Lover” or “New Eve and Old Adam”). 

Here it was possible to observe that the process of being objectified in one’s discourse 

so to say threatens one’s ontological integrity by stipulating the locus of one’s identity 

to be completely exterior to him/her self. Consistent with this goes the discussion of the 

likewise processes in the chapter “On Knowledge.” In this chapter, it is possible to 

observe the various ways in which the epistemology of one subject may threaten the 

ontological foundation and epistemological capabilities of the other (as it was discussed 

with relation to the stories like “England, My England!”, “The Horse Dealer’s 

Daughter” or “Shadow in the Rose Garden”).  

Since it is not the intention of this argument to plainly theorize Lawrence’s idea of 

the Self and the ontology of a subject, let the discussion of the stories as such begin. 

Setting aside the texts, which were already discussed in the preceding chapter, the idea 

of the Self as something unstable and seemingly liquid is to be found in one of the more 

popular of Lawrence’s short stories called “The White Stocking”. The plot of this early 

and several times rewritten story is once again built up around a married couple plus 

a person of an “intruder.” The relatively straightforward, though not entirely tedious 

story of an employer bluntly courting his inferior, culminates in a symbolically 

overloaded dance scene. The dance scene, in which Elsie (the main heroine) dances 

with her suitor – rather grossly figure called Sam Adams – and the following conflict 

started by her husband Ted’s dislike of the situation, bares all the traces of imagery, 

register and iconography of what is characteristic of Lawrence’s understanding of the 

Self.  

4.1 The Rhythm of the Self 

“That is the secret of life: it contains lesser motions in the greater.”
211

 

 

The Self whose integrity is here at stake, is of course Elsie’s, and what the story 

first of all points at is the fundamentally heteronymous nature of the subject’s inner 
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“nature”, as it is expressed in the notorious distinction between the conscious and 

unconscious. This fundamental distinction is present in the majority of Lawrence’s 

theoretical and practical works and is rather vaguely formulated in his 1914 letter to 

Edward Garnett
212

  and later brought into a more refined and elaborated theoretical 

statement in essays as well as in longer pieces: first of all, in his 1917 Fantasia of The 

Unconscious, Psychoanalysis and The Unconscious or The Reality of Peace. It was in 

this phase, as Anna Grmelová points out, that: “Lawrence was [...] radically 

transcending the conscious motivation of the conduct of characters in favour of the 

unconscious thought which – in his emerging metaphysics – humans can come into 

contact with the cosmos. In an original blend of vitalistic and futuristic imagery 

Lawrence starts rendering character’s states of being in the world as a unity with the 

physical universe (transcending dualism) by means of terminology of physics.”
213

  

The ideal example of Lawrence’s understanding of his character’s psyche, 

understood as: “allotropic states [...] of the same single radically unchanged element”,
214

 

fittingly matches with the description of the states of Elsie’s mind during her dance with 

her, under “normal” circumstances perhaps quite repulsive, suitor Adams:  

“He [the suitor] was an excellent dancer. He seemed to draw her close in to 

him by some male warmth of attraction, so that she became all soft and pliant to 

him, flowing to his form, whilst he united her with him and they lapsed along in 

one movement. She was just carried in a kind of strong, warm flood, her feet 

moved of themselves, and only the music threw her away from him, threw her back 

to him, to his clasp, in his strong form moving against her, rhythmically, 

deliciously.”
215

 

 In this extract, it is possible to point at the most characteristic features of 

Lawrence’s narrative. First of all, the scene might be translated into a clash 

of individual wills standing for different, perhaps contradictory forces. The operation 

of these forces is not a permanent one but becomes realised through a sequence or 

rhythm of usually quite contradictory impulses of attraction and repulsion, desire and 

antipathy. The resultant outcome of this process of adding together and subtraction of 

these “force-vectors” represents a relatively advanced pattern of human behaviour. 
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Having this in mind, it is possible to unveil the structure of Lawrence’s “mechanical” 

cosmology in its relative complexity. Existence of subjects in such a system is first of 

all an existence in relation. Lawrence could have hardly chosen a more suitable scene to 

depict this than a dance scene, in which everything takes place by means of a pair 

relation under the rhythm of changing impulses and results in one uni-flow movement 

of what started as two.  

 At the very beginning of the scene, Elsie arrives with her husband Ted, who 

does not dance. This is, however, a chance for his antagonist, who by the mechanical 

logic of the story somehow needs to be an excellent dancer. Despite this, the attraction 

Elsie experiences for the first time she dances with her suitor is not strong enough 

an impulse for her to fully fall under his spell:  

“When it was over, he [Sam/the suitor] was pleased and his eyes had 

a curious gleam which thrilled her and yet had nothing to do with her. Yet it held 

her. He did not speak to her. He only looked straight into her eyes with a curious, 

gleaming look that disturbed her fearfully and deliciously. But also there was in his 

look some of the automatic irony of the roué. It left her partly cold. She was not 

carried away. She went, driven by an opposite, heavier impulse to Whiston.”
216

  

With the two men standing for two different and opposing impulses, it is easy to 

present the scene as a rhythmical exchange of opposing pulsation which takes place in 

Elsie’s mind: the impulse towards her husband and the impulse towards her suitor. After 

the first dance, not yet satisfactory enough to drive her fully to Sam, Elsie oscillates 

back to her husband who plays cards in the other room only to be driven back again to 

the arms of her dancer/suitor.
217

 

 This time the dance “is an intoxication to her” and she cannot do otherwise. 

What initially was a mere unconscious impulse dormant in her becomes the “touch of 

cosmos” or a “manifestation of inhuman will” and the flood of life channelled by the 

person of her employer. What is most important from the point of view of Elsie, i.e. of 

the discussed subject, is that her behaviour is understood as a sum total of the opposing 

impulses and forces present in her mind as conscious and unconscious drives. These are 
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amplified and stimulated by the outer impulses, in this case represented by the two 

individual wills of her husband and her suitor, culminating to a state in which Elsie 

becomes “distracted, lost to herself, between the opposing forces of the two men, 

drifted.”
218

 Here, the idea of the Self as a heterogeneous entity compound of various 

impulses and feelings represents a central issue of Lawrence’s thought; as Colin Milton 

puts it: “What is reflected in [such] play of alternating feelings is the sequence of 

judgements made at a deeper level, where an unconscious power struggle is going on in 

the psyche. In the struggle, an impulse to seek fresh experience wrestles with 

a conservative urge to continue engaging with the kind of challenge which, because of 

its familiarity, can readily be mastered. What we, as subjects, are aware of on the 

conscious level, is a mere epiphenomenon of these fundamental processes.”
219

 

 In his dance based discussion of “The White Stocking” short story, Mark 

Kinkead-Weeks correctly supports the idea that for Lawrence, “[t]he dance is [...] 

exposing what lies deep inside people more and more disturbingly.”
220

 What is more 

and what has been already very briefly touched upon, is the idea of dance as a perfect 

metaphor of a common movement resulting from the two vectors of previously different 

forces i.e. individual wills. The act of blending into the safety of the common movement 

is an experience more and more appreciated by the more and more absent minded Elsie:  

“The room was all vague around her, like an atmosphere, like under sea, with 

a flow of ghostly, dumb movements. But she herself was held real against her 

partner, and it seemed she was connected with him, as if the movements of his 

body and limbs were her own movements, yet not her own movements – and oh, 

delicious!”
221

 

 At this point a fundamental question arises: does Elsie in such moments of “intensity of 

being” even exist as a subject or does she simply merge into her dancing partner in the 

same way as many other heroes and heroines of the stories discussed in the chapter “On 
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Knowledge” seemed to have “merged” into the landscape?
222

 What becomes evident in 

such “intense moments” is that such intense states become the states when the involved 

subject temporarily ceases to exist as an individual and delves into the unity with some 

greater force or greater will being it the will of some other “stronger” individuality, as it 

is more common in earlier stories, or, as it is more common in later texts, with the 

inhuman Will of the cosmos. This unity, which can be at the same time achieved only at 

the cost of a termination of the subject as an individual and which may be, together with 

R. D. Laing and D. J. Kleibard, identified with the notion of “ontological insecurity”
223

, 

is in Lawrence’s imagery tightly connected with images of water and liquidity of the 

Self. 

Elsie’s ontological insecurity is further stressed by her reliance on her partner as 

on an axis of her existence which, together with the above mentioned pleasure from 

being guided in one movement, further deepens her inability to exist as an individual.  

Consistently with this, David Kleinbard in his paper D. H. Lawrence and Ontological 

Insecurity
224

 starts his discussion of this topic by an interpretation of Will’s fantasy of 

drowning in Sons and Lovers, with floods and dark waters being connected with his 

ontological insecurity and instability. Relying on Freud’s theory of anxiety, Kleinbard 

states that: “Ontological insecurity involves a person in webs of paradoxical thought 

and contradictory impulses” making an insecure person wanting to “devour and absorb” 

others transforming “the rest of the world [to] an object that should contribute to his 

being.”
225

 

4.2 The Inhumanity of the Self 

“At the bosom of matter the dark vegetation grows, in the shade of matter the dark 

blossoms flower.”
226

 

 

 The phenomenon of ontological insecurity as it is demonstrated in Elsie’s “joy 

of gui(dance)” is fundamentally present in a number of Lawrence’s short stories which 
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is, according to the presented argument, first of all the result of the competitive and 

relational nature of the subjectivity so typical of Lawrence’s characters. To develop this 

point, it is possible to link the state of ontological insecurity to Lawrence’s key 

concept/metaphor of the “orbit” as it is presented in his paper The Reality of Peace. 

Here Lawrence explicates another physicalist variation on the compound nature of the 

Self by likening the perfect balance of the drives constituting the Self to an orbit. The 

image of orbit represents a state, Lawrence claims, “when I am drawn by centripetal 

force into communion with the whole, and when I flee in equivalent centrifugal force 

away into the splendour of beaming isolation, when these two balance and match each 

other in mid-space, that suddenly, like a miracle, I find the peace of my orbit. Then I 

travel neither back nor forth. I hover in the unending delight of a rapid, resultant 

orbit.”
227

 

 The concept of the orbit and other similar metaphors Lawrence uses, such as the 

Crown, the rose or the Holy Ghost, are all incarnations of the central concept of 

Lawrence’s psychology. All of these metaphorical representations convey the image of 

the Self as being composite of two fundamentally opposing forces. Drawing inspiration 

from Schopenhauer and his concept of the universal Will, Lawrence seeks in his 

psychology to examine his characters not in their “human perspective” but as individual 

manifestations of extra-individual Will. Lawrence expresses this idea in a familiar letter 

to Edward Garnett. May the clarity of Lawrence’s expression serve as an excuse for 

quoting it as well:  

“Because what is interesting in the laugh of the woman is the same as the 

binding of the molecules of steel or their action in heat; it is the inhuman will, call 

it physiology, or like Marinneti – physiology of matter, that fascinates me. I don’t 

so much care about what woman feels in an ordinary usage of the word. That 

presumes an ego to feel with. I only care about what woman is – what she IS – 

inhumanly, physiologically, materially – according to the use of the word: but for 

me, what she is as a phenomenon (or as representing some greater inhuman will), 

instead of what she feels according to the human conception.”
228

     

 From what was said it is possible to reconstruct the following conception of 

human psychology: the individual human Self as if differentiates and separates itself 
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through its intellect/ego from the whole of Nature/Universe/Cosmos. From this 

Anaximander-like move it inevitably follows that the mortal and temporal life of man is 

realized in the name of an unconscious longing to restore this original timeless union. 

This longing (remaining suppressed in the background) is yet active behind the 

conscious intellect as a “longing for union”.  Against this “longing for union”, however, 

works the “will-to-differentiation” which is at the same time realised as a tendency 

towards “the maximum of being” and is in certain contexts to be identified with the 

Nietzschean concept of the “will-to-power.” These two forces work throughout human 

life as two contradictory impulses, whose tension creates the gap, which becomes 

a condition for the life of an individual. Since these forces are typically understood as 

pulses, as systole-diastole impulses of the universe, the whole of life can be understood 

as constant balancing and dis-balancing of these two opposing powers. In Lawrence’s 

own words, “[t]here is in me the great desire of creation and the great desire of 

dissolution. Perhaps these two are pure equivalents. Perhaps the decay of autumn purely 

balances the putting forth of spring. Certainly the two are necessary each to the other; 

they are the systole-diastole of the physical universe. [...] There is in me the desire of 

creation and the desire of dissolution.”
229

According to the argument presented above, 

only from this perspective it is possible to understand Lawrence’s theses concerning the 

individual foundation of the life of man as we find it for example in Psychoanalysis and 

The Unconscious
230

 and reconcile them with Lawrence’s “glorification of death” for 

which is Lawrence so often rather harshly reproached.   

Seeing the Self being thus torn apart, it is no wonder that the quintessential quality 

of the Self is its ontological insecurity. Lawrence perhaps asks too much of it, and the 

psyche of his characters testifies to this. Perhaps this is the reason why it is so common 

for the characters of Lawrence’s stories (as well as novels) to experience some type of 

disharmony of these forces manifesting itself with (a) the character’s tendency of 

expansive differentiation, individuation and assimilation of others (i.e. the 
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centrifugal/creative mode) on one hand, or, on the other hand (b) the tendency of the 

Self towards dissolution, towards merging either with the universal Will (disguised as 

Nature or Cosmos) or some other will and create a greater timeless and unrelated 

whole.
231

  

4.3  The Landscape of the Self 

“I am a lion of pride and wrath, I am a lamb with Christ in meekness. They live in one 

landscape of my soul.”
232

 

 

 The preceding section of the thesis was concluded by rephrasing the two main 

tendencies present in Lawrence’s psychology, i.e. (a) the drive towards the maximal 

self-differentiation and (b) the drive towards unity with the whole understood as 

oscillations from the ideal state (represented by the equilibrium of these drives) called 

“the orbit.” The aim of the following section is to demonstrate the effect of one of these 

drives surpassing the other using a number of examples from Lawrence’s shorter texts.  

 Returning back to the unfinished discussion of “The White Stocking”, it seems 

possible to introduce the first example of the substance of the Self being literally 

disintegrated, dissolved, molten and fusing into the form of the other.  As it was already 

hinted at, Lawrence often associates the drive towards unity with the whole (b) 

throughout the descriptions of Elsie’s “allotropic” states. The dance scene is literally 

flooded with numerous images of liquidity; it is possible to learn that: “she [Elsie] was  

just carried in a kind of strong, warm flood”, “flowing” into the form of her partner, 

feeling she would “sink molten” with the “fusion point coming” when she would be “as 

liquid to him, as intoxication only”.
233

 Such state of temporal loss of individuality 

“caused” by the disharmony of the two fundamental impulses is usually triggered or 

framed by some “ultimate” situation. “Ultimate” in this context means a situation which 

amplifies the intensity of being or, to borrow the term used in the chapter “On 

Knowledge”, defamiliarises the subject to him or herself. Perhaps it is precisely this 

situation which helps the subject to discover inherent heterogeneity in its structure, and 
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thus definitely undermines and destroys the carefully cherished idea of the coherent and 

known “safe” Self. At this particular moment of defamiliarisation and destruction of the 

ideal, it is possible to connect the three sections of this paper under the Lawrentian 

banner of the crusade against the “secret workings of idealism”. 

 The defamiliarisation of the selfish Self in this sense ushers the fall of the 

“conceit of the Ego-Self” and introduction of the “Self-as-a-whole” – both known and 

unknown. Therefore, “[i]t is our Self-knowledge that must be torn across before we are 

whole. The man I know myself to be must be destroyed before the true man I am can 

exist.”
234

 It is the oscillation of impulses which accompanies such moments leading to 

the states of (a) creation and (b) dissolution the argument of this chapter aims at.  

Discussing the mental states accompanying the impulses of dissolution, it seems 

desirable to focus on yet another story of Lawrence’s – “The Prussian Officer”. This 

famous story of an officer being brutally slain by his orderly, whom he has been 

systematically bullying, presents perhaps surprisingly yet another example of the 

destabilisation of the Self. In the third section of this story, after Schöner (the orderly) 

kills his oppressor, he, possibly under the spell of the blazing sun, experiences 

hallucinatory states of self-estrangement and rhythmical losses and recollections of 

consciousness. During this delirium, “his consciousness lapses”, he is “not able to speak 

[...] but only a hoarse sound comes from his mouth”, he has “no language to speak” and 

the outer world becomes an “unreality to him.”  

 The whole passage in which Lawrence describes Schöner’s delirium seems 

chaotic, however, it bears clear traces of a rhythmical pattern of distinct scenes, each 

forming a meaning/image unit on its own, constituting the structure of the narrative 

sequence. Yet again, as it was demonstrated in the chapter “On Knowledge”, it is first 

of all the phenomenon of place and spatiality which forms the foundation of this 

structure: the narration unfolds in accordance with the two impulses and an interchange 

of “abstract open space” and “more specific context setting” descriptions. After leaving 

the dead body of the officer and after being terrified by the “little creeping birds” (both 

quite specific), the orderly found himself in a state where:  
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“[h]e did not know where he was or what he was. [...] There had been blood 

on his face, and his eyes turned, and his eyes had turned upwards. It was all right, 

somehow. It was peace. But now he had got beyond himself. He had never been 

here before. Was this life, or not life? He was by himself. They were in a big, 

bright place, those others, and he was outside. The town, all the country, a big 

bright place of light: and he was outside, here, in the darkened open beyond, where 

each thing existed alone. But hey would all have to come out there sometimes, 

those others. Little, and left behind him, they all were. There had been father and 

mother and sweetheart. What did they all matter? This was the open land.”
235

   

 In this scene, which interestingly resembles Egbert’s dying scene in “England, 

My England!” short story, Schöner witnesses executing the fullness of his being by 

stressing his individuality, singleness and un-relatedness. He is excluded from the 

mundane (the dialectics of outside and inside is here at play again) and finds himself in 

the “open land” abstracted from reality in his singleness. The description continues: 

 “When, to his dumb wonder, he opened his eyes on the world again, he no longer 

tried to remember what it was. There was thick, golden light behind golden-green 

glittering, and tall, grey-purple shafts, and darkness further off, surrounding him, 

growing deeper. He was conscious of a sense of arrival. He was amid the reality, 

on the real, dark bottom. But there was the thirst burning in his brain. He felt 

lighter, not so heavy. He supposed it was newness. The air was muttering with 

thunder. He thought he was walking wonderfully swiftly and was coming straight 

to relief – or was it to water?”
236

 

 The bonds with objective reality are collapsing even more, as the weather 

changes weirdly and the sense of the pace of his motion
237

 as well as his sense of time 

fluctuates. The final description only stresses the feeling of the narrative leaving its 

realistic mode and becoming more and more abstract and magical.  

“When he last turned, looking down the long, bare grove whose flat bed was 

already filling dark, he saw the mountains in a wonder-light, not far away, and 
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radiant. Behind the soft, grey ridge of the nearest range the further mountains stood 

golden and pale grey, the snow, all radiant like pure, soft gold.  So still, gleaming 

in the sky, fashioned pure out of the ore of the sky, they shone in their silence. He 

stood and looked at them, his face illuminated. And like the golden, lustrous 

gleaming of the snow he felt his thirst bright in him. He stood and gazed, leaning 

against a tree. And then everything slid away into space.  

During the night the lightning fluttered perpetually, making the whole sky 

white. He must have walked again. The world hung livid round him for moments, 

fields a level sheen of grey-green light, trees in dark bulk, and the range of black 

clouds across a white sky. Then the darkness fell like a shutter, and the night was 

whole. A faint flutter of half-revealed world, that could not quite leap out of the 

darkness! – Then there again stood a sweep of pallor for the land, dark shapes 

looming, a range of clouds hanging overhead. The world was a ghostly shadow, 

thrown for a moment upon a pure darkness, which returned ever whole and 

complete.”
238

    

 The culmination of the story is symbolically framed by the active symbolic of 

the “sublime” mountains present in the opening description of the story
239

 confirming 

the supernatural and “whole” quality of the landscape: “the mountains ahead, that rose 

sheer out of the land, and stood behind the fold, half earth, half heaven, the heaven, the 

barrier with slits of soft snow, in the pale, bluish peaks”
240

 reinforcing the cyclical 

character of the story. The final image of the landscape being united into one complete 

whole: while shattering the imaginary border line of the horizon, the mountains similar 

to clouds merge into the heavens and turn the “half revealed world” into a “pure 

darkness, whole and complete.” 

 Having this in mind, it takes only one small step to perceive that the orderly’s 

existence is just a mere “shadow, thrown for a moment upon a pure darkness, which 

returned ever whole and complete.” Once again the mental landscape of a character 

unites with the material one. Following the statement that: “[t]he real sense of the 

tragedy is got form the setting”,
241

 the scene of the orderly beholding the sublime 
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character of the mountains on the collapsing horizon represents the foreshadowing of 

the end of his individual existence and dissolution of his Self into the background of the 

indifferent mass of the landscape, understood as “the primitive, primal earth where the 

instinctive life heaves up. There, in the deep, rude stirring of the instincts, there was the 

reality that worked the tragedy.”
242

 These are exactly the notions connecting the story 

with such pieces as “The Borderline”, “The Horse Dealer’s Daughter” or “A Modern 

Lover” where the earth becomes one of the characters and represents the embodiment of 

Lawrence’s concept of the universal Will, Cosmos, and/or Nature. 

  After such description of in this way destabilised Self being given, one cannot 

but once more ask about the ontological status of the subject of the orderly. According 

to the given interpretation, the Self of the orderly is the Self deflected from the orbit of 

its existence by the drive towards the dissolution with the whole (b). The final stage of 

his existence only testifies to the dissolutive character of his mental being:  

 “He [the orderly] was divided among all kinds of separate beings. There was 

some strange, agonized connection between them, but they were drawing further 

apart. Then they would all split. The sun, drilling down on him, was drilling 

through the bonds. They would all fall, fall through the everlasting lapse of space. 

Then again, his consciousness reasserted itself. He rouse to his elbow and stared at 

the gleaming mountains. There they ranked, all still and wonderful between earth 

and heaven. He stared till his eyes went black, and the mountains, as they stood in 

their beauty, so clean and cool, seemed to have it, that which was lost in him.”
243

    

 The mountains, appearing once again, form the vertical connection between the 

heaven and earth and stand for the romantic-style epiphenomenon of the changeless and 

perfect existence of the whole. In doing so, they form a contrastive image to the liquid 

Self of the hero. His horizontal life becomes (in contrast to their sublime, seemingly a-

temporal, solid existence) a life in the name of the fluidity of the watery element, which 

Lawrence so often metaphorically connects to the images of ontological instability 

asserting the inherent material-quality of the element as it was few decades later 

expressed with Bachelard: “Human being contains deep within itself the fate of 

a flowing water. Water is indeed a transitory element - it is a fundamental ontological 

metamorphosis between fire and earth. The being consecrated to water is a being in 
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vertigo. It dies in every instance. Something of its substance constantly passes away. 

[...] The water is constantly flowing, falling, constantly ending up in its horizontal 

death.”
244

 Is it possible to give a more accurate and at the same time poetic description 

of the state of the phenomenon of ontological insecurity?  

4.4 The Elementary Self 

 “The elements! The elements!”
245

 

 

 The image of the watery element in connection with ontological instability 

strongly asserts itself in another important story – “The Man Who Loved Islands”. In 

this later story, more soaked with pessimism and resignation but at the same time more 

flavoured by a bitter sense of irony than the earlier pieces, Lawrence puts to a full 

display the story of one life contoured by the two ruling principles – a desire for 

creation (a) and finally and more inevitably (b) desire for dissolution. 

 “The Man Who Loved Islands” reintroduces the theme of a man who attempts to 

reinforce the individual and unrelated nature of his existence (i.e. desires for creation) 

by creating his “spot on the earth”, fashioning it to protect the conscious idea of his 

Self. From this perspective, the story can be understood as a sequel to the “hermit” 

stories like “The Horse Dealer’s Daughter” or especially “England, My England!”, and 

rephrasing the topic of these in a lucid manner of a bizarre symbolic allegory. This time, 

however, more than any time before, stressing the inherent failure of such form of 

idealism. 

 “The Man Who Loved Islands” is in fact a story of a man who bought an island 

and (literally) dissolved with it. Understood in this way, the text can be roughly divided 

into two parts: the first part in which our hero acquires an island “which [would hold] 

one egg, and one only. This egg being the islander himself.”
246

 This section may be 

understood as a time in which the islander creates his ideal (his “Happy Isle”) and 

thereby nourishes his individuality towards the maximum of its being, fulfilling the 
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desire of creation (a). In the second part, sadly enough, the desire of dissolution (b) 

starts to prevail in him. The “rare place” of his own dissolves and with it dissolves the 

individual existence of his Self.
247

 Interestingly enough, the plot suggested above is 

realised through the narrative by a number of so to say “factors”. All these factors were 

touched upon in the foregoing discussion. First of all, there is the actual process of 

disintegration, destabilisation and dissolution: the process taking place on the level of 

the islander’s mind (on a spiritual level so to say) is mirrored on the material level 

(islands getting smaller and smaller, eventually disappearing). Second, the tissue of the 

story is based on a tension between the two opposing impulses provided by the islander 

(ranging from his attempts to make the island self-sustainable to his passion in flower 

taxonomy) and the “stony, heavy malevolence” of the “seemingly malicious” matter of 

the island, reinforced by the uncooperative nature of its other inhabitants. 

 In the following quotation, the “island” demonstrates its uncanny qualities, 

seizing to be the ego constructed “island-word” and turning into an “island-thing,” 

an indifferent part of the universe,
248

 only temporarily resisting to the assault of the 

elements raging around it in an attempt to regain control over it. This image is again 

delivered by a method so characteristic especially for the later Lawrence, namely by the 

pulsation and rhythmical sequence of night and day, the times of “ancient darkness”, 

“daylight hopes”, and the cycles of the seasons.
249

  

“So autumn ended with rain, and winter came, dark skies and dampness and rain, 

but rarely frost. The island, your island, cowered dark, holding away from you. 

You could feel, down in the wet, sombre hollows, the respectful spirit coiled upon 

itself, like wet dog coiled in a gloom, or a snake that is neither asleep nor awake. 

Then in the night, when the wind left off blowing in great guts and volleys, as the 

sea, you felt your island was the universe, infinite and old as the darkness; not an 

island at all, but an infinite dark world where all the souls from all the other bygone 

nights lived on, and the infinite distance was near.  
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Strangely, from your little island in space, you have gone forth into the dark, 

great realms of time, where all the sounds that never die veer and swoop on their 

vast, strange errands. The little earthy island has dwindled, like a jumping-off 

place, into nothingness, for you have jumped off, you know not how, into the dark 

wide mystery of time, where the past is vastly alive, and the future is not separated 

off.”
250

  

 The story of the islander and the “behaviour” of his island represents an almost 

crystal clear demonstration of the clash of various forces Lawrence’s universe is 

comprised of. The island (as well as the story) is unique since they unite and put 

together all of the concepts introduced in different chapters of this thesis showing their 

interrelated nature and as well as something that might be called the legitimacy of them 

being mentioned together. Hence they introduce the concept of place in the full 

complexity of its meaning, as a platform were the will of the individual Self becomes 

confronted with the universal Will of the Lawrentian Cosmos. This Will becomes 

understood as: “the latent power that will go on producing, no matter what happens to 

the product, [...] the deep, black source from whence all these little contents of lives are 

drawn. And the contents of the small lives are spilled and wasted. There is savage 

satisfaction in it: for so much more remains to come, such a black, powerful fecundity is 

working there that what does it matter?”
251

 The creeping dissolution is again 

foreshadowed many times in the text, as we may conclude from the following extract, in 

which Lawrence half mockingly states:  

 “Our islander was uneasy. He didn’t believe, in the daytime, in any of this 

nonsense. But at night, it just was so. He had reduced himself to a single point in 

space, and, a point being that which was neither length nor breadth, he had to step 

off into something else. Just as you may step into the sea, if the waters wash your 

foothold away, so he had, at night, to step to the otherworld of the undying time”
252

 

 The entire story is just a preparatory phase to the inevitable end in dissolution 

and complete destabilisation of the individual self within the waters and snows of the 

North Oceans. In the following extract, the islander, now dwelling in a state of almost 

complete indifference on the smallest of his islets, literally dissolves himself and returns 

to the all-encompassing “womb of nature:”  
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“The dark days of winter drew on. Sometimes there was no real day at all. 

He felt ill, as if he were dissolving, as if dissolution had already set in inside him. 

Everything was twilight outside, and in his mind and soul. [...] For some moments 

he swooned unconscious. [...] Like some strange, ethereal animal, he no longer 

realised what he was doing. Only he still derived his single satisfaction from being 

alone, absolutely alone, with the space soaking into him.”
253

  

And later on: 

“[H]e was weak, and at times the snow overcame him. It fell on him, and 

he lay buried and lifeless. [...] He must conquer the snow, this new, white brute 

force, which had accumulated against him. [...] But his island was gone. Its shape 

was all gone. [...] In the snow itself, the sea resounded. [...] The elements! The 

elements! His mind repeated the word dumbly.  ou can’t win against the elements. 

[...] As he looked, the sky mysteriously darkened and chilled. From far off came 

the mutter of the unsatisfied thunder, and he knew it was the signal of the sow 

rolling over the sea. He turned, and felt its breath on him.”
254

  

During the previous discussion in this chapter, there was a chance to catch 

a glimpse of the multiple ways in which the genius of D. H. Lawrence deals with the 

Selves of the characters in his stories, showing that in all of them it is fully legitimate to 

talk about subject’s ontological status being in a way undermined and threatened. The 

problematic nature of the Self, understood as a dynamic state of integration of many 

various impulses into one impulse – into something that might perhaps be called a soul 

–  transcends the necessarily limited number of stories discussed in this chapter, and can 

successfully be traced back to the stories presented in previous chapters.  

4.5 The Linguistic, the Epistemological and the Unrelated Self 

 “What is the loss of this individuality to me, who bear in myself the possibility of innumerable 

individualities?”
255

 

 

 Both of the chapters “On Language” as well as “On Knowledge” contain 

sometimes more sometimes less explicit hints pointing to the phenomenon of the Self. 
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The purpose of this section is to briefly summarize these hints into a more coherent 

whole and so to say suit them into the interpretation of the Self as it is presented in this 

chapter. The aim of what might seem a mere re-statement is not only to give a clearer 

presentation of what was only foreshadowed but, first of all, a conscious demonstration 

of the interrelated structure of the three chapters as a whole, stressing the in a sense 

“hierarchical” nature of the chapters grading from “the lesser motion to the greater” i.e. 

from drives and impulses working on the “subject-to-subject” level, “subject-to-subject-

plus-Nature” level to the “subject-Nature” level. 

 It is a widely acknowledged fact that language and knowledge in the broadest 

sense are both fundamental forces influencing the human subject. Discussing Lawrence 

one has to add one more factor to these: the manifestations of the inhuman Will and its 

incarnations: Nature, Whole, Universe, and/or Being. The last mentioned phenomenon 

greatly influences the unconscious part of the human subject and, together with the first 

two, constitutes the three main impulses which form the whole of the subject’s 

existence: (a) the will to creation and (b) the will to dissolution. First, consider language 

and its impact on the ontology of the human subject.  

 Language, as it was introduced in the first chapter, is from the point of the view 

of the ontology of the subject constitutive from the following perspective: language in 

its artificial verbal form is only an inauthentic, static and mechanical representation of 

being. Being itself a mechanical construct of the ego, it serves almost exclusively as 

a tool of individual will-to-power and control over other subjects. By creating a false 

reality with no correspondence to the “world as it objectively exists”, it changes the 

essence of human existence and reduces the subject into a mere particle in the chain of 

causes and effects. The existence of the subject becomes founded in the “owner of the 

discourse.” This situation is, for example, described in the analysis of the ontological 

status of the secretary in “The Two Blue Birds” whose sole existence becomes centred 

in her employer. Consistent with this, certain character’s locus of identity, as for 

example in “The Daughters of Vicar”, is centred in the discourse of social tradition and 

class rather in their spontaneous living activity. It is verbal language which, excluded 

from its “true place in the living activity of man”
256

, to great extend determines the 

ontology of the subject by promoting the individuality of the speaker/owner of the 
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discourse and dissolving the individuality of the listener/subjugated. This happens so to 

say on the lowest (that is, the most subjective) level of existence: language based 

ontological insecurity is a “subject-to-subject problem.” 

 Contrary to the language based ontological insecurity, the influence of 

knowledge and knowledge acquisition (or simply epistemology) is a matter of the 

subject more directly interacting with physical universe. This, however, introduces 

a need for adding more “objectivity” into the process and brings it on the higher level of 

existence.
257

 In the second chapter a discussion has been promoted dealing with the 

phenomenon of place playing a crucial role in acquisition, distribution and enforcement 

of knowledge by individual subjects. The phenomenon of place, defined first of all as 

a region of contact between an individual and the universal Will (i.e. the subject vs. 

Cosmos or the subjective vs. the objective) This notion slowly asserts its dominance and 

represents the workings of inhuman Will which will fully unfold itself in the third 

chapter. The phenomenon of place may be seen as influencing the ontology of  the 

human subject in the three following ways: first of all, in stories like “Shadow in the 

Rose Garden”, “England, My England!”, or “The Horse Dealer’s Daughter”, place nests 

the supposed ideal image of the selfish Self and functions as a Non-I protecting the 

“ideal I.” In case of these stories, again as it was foreshadowed, place functions as a 

battery, as a locus of existence and identity of the possibly weary or insecure subject. 

Second, in stories like “The Blind Man”, “The Shades of Spring” and “A Modern 

Lover” the sense of place is used as a weapon or a tool in a subject-against-subject 

struggle. At the same time, it is used as an extension of/to language and partakes in 

subjective creation of meaning and epistemological conditioning, undermining the 

independence of one while at the same time supporting the independence of the other. 

Finally, in “The Overtone” and especially in “The Borderline” the “objective,” as if 

foretelling the future development of Lawrence’s fiction, gains more and more power 

and takes more and more towards-the-centre position, almost directly influencing the 

epistemology of the subject. The “cathedral/the blood-dusky Thing” Katherine comes 

across in the border area is later to be identified with the objective manifestations of the 

sublime will of the universe – the “elements” in “The Man Who Loved Islands” or the 

mountains in “The Prussian Officer”. 
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 The final chapter gives the picture of the Self as of a compound, heterogeneous 

conglomerate of the two opposing forces: (a) the will to creation and (b) the will to 

dissolution. Translating these two into the terms of subjective and objective, it is 

possible to perceive that the third chapter, depicting the direct the “subject-object” 

relationship stands at the top of the “hierarchy of being.” The objective Will of the 

universe here fully asserts its true place among the forces constituting the human subject 

as emerging from the tension in between the two forces (a) and (b); however, in the end 

always succumbing to the later (b). In stories like “The White Stocking”, “The Prussian 

Officer” and “The Man Who Loved Islands” there was a chance to perceive Lawrence’s 

“chronological” treatment of the manifold impulses and drives join into the two main 

desires (a) and (b), and understand how these shape and influence the human subject. In 

“The White Stocking” the universal Will asserts itself into the smallest extent and only 

temporarily through the medium of the dance. In “The Prussian Officer” and more 

prevailingly in “The Man Who Loved Islands” one can see the bleak vision of the 

objective to prevail and the deconstructed Self to disappear back into the matter from 

which it originated.  
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5. APPENDIX: ON THE KINETICS OF LAWRENCE’S SHORT FICTION 

(A CHRONOLOGICAL STUDY OF SELECTED FEATURES IN 

D. H. LAWRENCE’S SHORT FICTION) 

 

 In the three preceding chapters, an attempt has been made to develop a number 

of selected features of Lawrence’s short fiction. These features form, as it was 

demonstrated, a coherent whole and vitally contribute to the given understanding of the 

characteristic qualities of Lawrence’s writing. The previous discussion has primarily 

relied on a synchronic approach. For this reason, this section aims at presenting of 

a diachronic commentary to the features presented in the text above. Understood in this 

fashion, the following pages hope to give a picture of Lawrence’s fiction as a dynamic 

whole, embedding various traits of development, while at the same time keeping its 

characteristic themes and patterns.  

 To reaffirm the tendencies of the preceding “triptych chapters”, it will be 

possible to trace the development of Lawrence’s short fiction, paying an increased 

attention to the already discussed phenomena of language, knowledge, and the Self. In 

addition to this, this development will follow the structure foreshadowed at the end of 

the last chapter (i.e. the development from the subjective to the objective, or from the 

impulses of the subjective (human) to the impulses of the higher objective Will of the 

universe, manifesting themselves through the phenomenon of place). These patterns, 

translated into literary “modes”, will be shown to “follow” the development of 

Lawrence’s short fiction from early realistic narratives to late tales of mythology and 

abstraction. Following Martin Hilský’s classification, presented in his inspiring study 

Lawrencův plamen života, it is possible to divide Lawrence’s literary career into four 

parts, each culminating with one of his major novels: Sons and Lovers, Rainbow, 

Women in Love, and Lady Chatterley’s Lover.
258

 The following discussion is going to 

be limited to a chronological sketch, contouring the main tendencies and structures, 

underlying and complementing what was already written in the preceding chapters. 

Because of this, and since in this way proposed chronological investigation represents 

a “mere” appendix to the otherwise primarily (thou not exclusively) synchronic study, 

the argument of this chapter restricts itself to an “outline of tendencies” and does not 

aspire to reach the detailed nature of the already presented “triptych analysis.”  
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The argument can be roughly divided into three main points: first, it delivers the 

picture of Lawrence’s fiction as (a) evolving from an early empirical realism to late 

tales of metaphysical abstraction. Furthermore, this argument focuses on demonstrating 

this development as going hand in hand with the tendency, which becomes visible say 

in the stories of The Prussian Officer Collection, i.e. (b) the shift from “realistic to 

abstract” also takes place within individual narratives. These two tendencies are closely 

associated with Lawrence’s (c) raising focus on “higher forms of being”, i.e. a focus 

shift from the subjective to objective modes of existence, translatable into the three 

stages/chapters of the “triptych”: subject – subject relationships in On Language, 

subject – subject – object relationships in On Knowledge, subject – object relationships 

in The Self. 

Looking at what might be called Lawrence’s early realistic stories, one cannot 

help but affirm Lawrence’s reliance on the material provided to him by his personal 

experience. Lawrence’s stories are in their majority build up upon firm background of 

a realistic narrative.
259

 Early stories, including pieces from Love Among the Haystacks 

and Other Stories collection, feature mainly biographical data of Lawrence’s teachings 

at the Davidson Road School in Croydon, family background impressions, and various 

Midlands experience.
260

 Thus, talking about “early Lawrence” being an almost 

exclusively realistic author, one first of all thinks of the “modest” realistic pieces like 

“A Lesson on a Tortoise”, “Lessford’s Rabbits”, “A Prelude”, and “A Fly in the 

Ointment”. The last two mentioned texts foreshadow some specific topics or themes, 

which are going to be more elaborately developed in later fiction, such as the mentioned 

impossibility of verbal communication
261

.  

These stories are followed by what might be called “conversation pieces”, 

including “New Eve and Old Adam”, “Once!”, “The Old Adam”. These texts form, 

together with the “miner triad” (“Miner at Home”, “Strike Pay”, and “Her Turn”) and 

some others of the collection, the bulk the realistic subject-to-subject stories. These 

short stories bare interesting traces of Lawrence’s rising interest in the problematic 

nature of language and (especially trans-gender) communication, as it was explicated in 

the earlier discussion. The realistic essence of these stories is only occasionally 
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 This is also true for his novels, for all of his work, with the possible exception of late abstract tales, the 

substrate of Lawrence’s work is almost exclusively realistic. 
260
 Bibliographical data of Lawrence’s life taken from Martin Hilský   s Lawrencův plamen života.    
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disrupted by a metaphysical “touch” (“A Fly in the Ointment”) or a mild revelation of 

a latently sentimental truth concerning one or all of characters of the story. This is the 

case especially in the “miner stories”, “Love Among the Haystacks” or “Once!”. 

Considering the future development, the most “promising” stories (from the perspective 

of our discussion) are: “New Eve and Old Adam”, “A Modern Lover” and “The Old 

Adam”.  

The three last mentioned texts display the full developed ideas of the language 

problematic, as well as, in case of “A Modern Lover”, introduce the phenomenon of 

place as arguably acquiring more and more significance in the stories to come. The 

above mentioned stories of Love Among the Haystacks and Other Stories collection are 

characteristic for the strong emphasis on an almost purely realistic narrative and rely 

heavily on subject-to-subject relationships. Perhaps, this is the reason why so much 

emphasis in these is put on language and the problematic nature of the inter-subjective 

communication as such. In these texts Lawrence for the first time explores the 

possibilities of non-verbal means of communication, such as the notion of “touch”, and 

prepares to bring the by the time only “subject-to-subject” (or the subjective-will-to-

subjective-will) interaction on a “higher level of existence/being”, by introducing the 

element of the universal Will in disguise of place actively participating in inter-

subjective relationships. Of course, the notion of place is present in the earlier stories as 

well and is often imbued with heavy symbolic power (such as the pits). However, in 

contrast with the late texts, it does not play any significant formative and active role 

(with the exception of A Modern Lover). 

 The situation concerning Love Among the Haystacks and Other Stories collection 

thus can be seen as a promise of things to come in the Prussian Officer and Other 

Stories collection. As it was mentioned before, the short story “A Modern Lover” seems 

to be the most promising and future development suggesting of the Love Among the 

Haystacks collection. First of all, it foreshadows the future cyclical structure
262

 of the 

most refined stores to follow and enriches the narrative (which was in other stories of 

the collection understood as a subject-to-subject confrontation) by introducing the 

active phenomenon of space. These notions become significantly developed in the 

stories like “The Prussian Officer”, “The Shades of Spring” or “Shadow in the Rose 
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Garden”. The discussion of these stories has put some considerable attention to the 

significance of place and its heterotopic character in the process of the knowledge and 

character formation. Importantly enough, place here partially takes up the role of 

language, and poses itself as one of the elements partaking in the process of shaping 

human individuals. Now it becomes more and more clear, how verbal language with its 

flaws and dangers, seizes to be the only medium of information exchange. Hence, it 

seizes to be the only potential tool in Lawrentian subject-to-subject conflict and strife. 

Place becomes an extension of language: posing similar threats and/or giving similar 

havens. In addition to this, it extends the narrative from the subject-to-subject level 

(which the level of language necessarily is) to a subject-to-subject-plus object level. It is 

also Lawrence’s raising interest in the non-mediated forms of communication which, 

together with his awareness of subject’s dynamic connection with his or her 

environment, leads him to pay more and more attention to place and its effects.  

This being said, it seems possible to show the concept of place, once lying inert in 

the early realistic stories, slowly waking up and acquiring the dynamic and literally 

living character, which it has in the late stories. Place, as well as language, becomes the 

seat or the battery of one’s epistemology. This quality can be and often is used as 

a weapon in the never ending struggle taking place in the realm of Lawrence’s fiction. 

“The Shades of Spring” short story, carefully developing the earlier “A Modern Lover” 

model, only testifies to this tendency, which can be understood as the slow 

incorporation of the mystical/magical/archetypal features into, until this point, almost 

exclusively realistic storytelling.  

In what might be called a middle stage of the development, the notion of place is 

systematically employed as a factor relevant on a subjective, individual, and 

psychological basis. It continually abandons its role of a locus of idealism and seizes to 

be what was identified as a seat of conserved memories, a battery or a chronotopia. 

Instead, it acquires a trans-individual character of a sublime natural force, something 

dark, indifferent to human lives. This tendency in the development of the concept of 

place becomes identical with the overall development of Lawrence’s fiction as well as 

with the development of the argument present in this thesis. The role of place and its 

character follows the general development from “real” to “mystical”. This tendency 

falls in one with the development from the narrative focused on inter-subjective 

relations, to the narrative concerned with manifestations of objective powers of the 
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universe. Character these is necessarily abstract, general, and subject-indifferent. 

Importantly, these processes are to be identified with the shift from the temporal to the 

a-temporal or timeless. The realistic narrative, taking place in time (early stories), 

evolves into a narrative, where time becomes “encapsulated” in the subjective 

heterotopias (esp. The Prussian Officer and Other Stories and England, My England! 

and Other Stories collections). This eventually evolves into an image of sublime 

timelessness of “place”, seating the primeval powers of the universe (The Woman Who 

Rode Away and Other Stories collection).   

Following the stressed patterns, it is possible to summarize the argument by 

claiming by stressing the growing mystical importance of place, which transcends its 

realistic employment in the early stories. Place, which becomes deeply incorporated into 

Lawrence’s metaphysics and cosmologies, becomes a vital part of the great tendencies 

towards creation and dissolution, as they were introduced in the chapter “The Self”.  

Thus treated, treated the phenomenon of place very often becomes an embodiment of 

inhuman and extra-individual powers. The “uncanny” nature of the islands in “The Man 

Who Loved Island”, the primeval nature of the borderland area in “The Borderline” or 

the sacred nature of place in stories like “Sun” or “The Woman Who Rode Away”, 

stands as the finest example of the concept.  This being pointed out, it goes without 

saying that, the development of the concept of place, as well as that of language and 

knowledge, attributes to the general claim (a). According to this, it is possible to 

perceive Lawrence’s fiction as evolving from the early empirical realism to late tales of 

metaphysical abstraction. 

In addition to this above stated general development, and hand in hand with it, 

goes the argument showing a similar development taking place on the level of 

individual stories. This argument can be briefly summarised in the following manner: 

A number of Lawrence’s texts can be understood as (b) copying the general tendency of 

Lawrence’s oeuvre, i.e. copying the shift from realism to abstraction as put in (a). The 

later/the more advanced the individual short story, the bigger part of the narrative 

becomes abstract. In other words, the realistic-to-abstract ratio of the later fiction is 

much more in favour of the abstract in the late than in the early fiction. In this way, the 

fylogenesis of an individual story follows the ontogenesis of Lawrence’s storytelling. 

A typical Lawrentian short story starts as a relatively plain and straightforward realistic 

narrative: a story from a mining community, husband-to-wife dialogue, a military story, 
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lover’s reunion. However, sooner or later, the story turns into a story featuring 

psychological and abstract/magical/mystical elements. The later the story, the sooner 

these arrive. Let demonstrate this interesting version Haeckel’s biogenetic law be 

demonstrated by a brief discussion. An early “A Lesson on a Tortoise” is 

straightforwardly realistic in plot, later “A Fly in the Ointment” starts in the same 

manner, yet ends with the famous brief line bringing fort a “psychological” 

truth/conclusion concerning the impossibility of human understanding. Similarly with 

all of the Love among the Haystacks and Other Stories collection: stories starting in 

a realistic mood end by delivering some brief more or less psychological, metaphysical 

or transcendental observation.  

This trend gets further developed in The Prussian Officer and Other Stories texts. 

The eponymous title story begins as a “normal” realistic story from the military 

background with the orderly killing his tyrant officer. Despite this, the story does not 

end with this. The last section of the story is devoted to orderly’s hallucinatory states, 

describing him as he wonders half conscious in the abstract forest, fixing himself to the 

sublime image of the mountains on the horizon (see page 94). The rhythm of vertical 

and horizontal imagery and the cyclical character of the symbolic devices (see page 52), 

goes far beyond the flat realism the narrative starts with. Exactly the same interpretation 

suits stories like “England, My England!” or “The Horse Dealer’s Daughter”. Finally, 

the tendency “to favour the mythical” becomes pushed the furthest in the latest stories 

like “Sun”, “The Borderline”, “The Woman Who Rode Away”, “The Man Who Loved 

Islands” or “The Glad Ghosts”. These stories almost exclusively transcend the genre of 

a realistic narrative. These stories start, or are only planted into a realistic ground and 

immediately go beyond or over it. This pattern is, of course, not applicable to each and 

every particular text. Despite this, the above described tendencies are illuminative of the 

overall character of Lawrence’s work and its evolution. 

At last, it seems necessary to introduce the understanding of the development of 

Lawrence’s short texts as progressing towards (c) the “higher forms of being.” Much of 

this development was already pointed at the end of the chapter “The Self” and stands in 

close connection to the overall structure of this thesis. According to this argument, it is 

possible to devide Lawrence’s short fiction into three main chronological stages: 

realistic – psychological – mythical.  
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The first stage again copies the realistic tendencies of the early texts. The plot of 

these stories focuses on subject-to-subject relations and on the struggle of individuals. 

The prevailing motive of this is the dangerous nature of idea and idealism and can be 

translated into the familiar desire of creation/centrifugal force pushing individuals 

towards the “maximum of being” of every individual existence. This stage is understood 

and treated in the name of language and verbal communication, which is necessarily 

inter-subjective. The whole stage, being aimed at a subject and individual idealistic 

existence, is from the point of view of (not only) Lawrence’s metaphysics located on the 

“lowest level being.”     

The second stage contains a more refined picture of the subject-to-subject 

confrontation and adds more psychological moments to it. Language, now understood 

as a particle in the process of the knowledge acquisition, becomes integrated into the 

complex “game” of control between different discursive epistemologies and subjective 

interpretations of reality, expressible by the pattern subject-to-subject-plus-object. The 

notion of place begins to assert its position. Eventually, the time is set for the objective 

forces and tendencies to arrive. This movement is easy to be observed on the role of 

place: from a seat of idealism it becomes a power manifesting its own inhuman will. 

Idealism/individualism pair, significant by understanding of the world as a mere 

phenomenon, surrenders to the objective phase. 

The final stage is in the name of cosmos and its active objective Will, indifferent 

to will of individuals. It focuses on the highest level of being – on manifestations of 

inhuman will - and examines how this Will affects individuals. This mythological stage 

pays a lot of its attention to the subject-object relation. This becomes expressed through 

subject’s eventual merging into the whole of the all-encompassing womb of nature. The 

era of idealism, ending somewhere in the middle of the fourth chapter, is now forgotten 

and fully replaced by the metaphysics of the objective Will of the hierarchically 

structured universe, embodied in the centripetal movement. 

All of the above explicated features constitute the picture of the main tendencies 

and developments in Lawrence’s short fiction, making it a living and dynamic system 

copying Lawrence’s philosophical life experience, development, and literary practice. 

As it was already stressed, the “appendix” chapter is not and does not want to be 

a complete outline of Lawrence’s literary development. Such task (if it is possible) 
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would require a much more detailed and with particular examples supported analysis. 

The main purpose of this appendix is thus to point out the tendencies and picture 

various movements, shifts, and “genesis patterns”, present in the three core chapters. 

Understood in this way it asks nothing more than to support the argument, cement its 

synchronic character, and justify its structure and content choice.     
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6. IN CONCLUSION 

“And after all, we have to know all before we can know that knowing is nothing.”
 263

 

 

 The main aim of this thesis was to discuss of the selected key phenomena of 

Lawrence’s aesthetics, namely language, knowledge and Self, in relation to his short 

prose. In this discussion, an attempt has been made to establish links between these 

phenomena and perhaps introduce them in a new or unexpected way paying homage to 

one of the most original personages of English literature. The presented argument relies 

heavily on a detailed analysis of particular stories in relation to a number of theoretical 

texts. In an attempt to be as true as possible to the “spirit” of the discussed author 

a large number of Lawrence’s theoretical texts were taken into consideration and 

integrated into the discussion. These texts, however often of a complex and 

impenetrable nature, helped to constitute what was intended to be an original and true-

to-the author analytical discussion of a classical literary text.  

 The first chapter entitled “On Language” focused on the phenomenon of verbal 

communication. With respect to Lawrence’s theoretical statements, it has been 

demonstrated how the mechanical nature of verbal language functions as a barrier 

between the subject and reality and hence distances Being from its dynamic and 

unrelated existence. On the other hand, by illustrating various uses of language, the 

notion of verbal language emerged as something that is not to be understood as 

something a priory negative. Quite the opposite being true, language (as well as 

knowledge and the Self), once it “put into its true place in the living activity of man”
264

, 

becomes but a natural part of human life. In this way, it discards its existence as a ruling 

mechanical principle controlling and surpassing the voluntary human activity.  

 The chapter “On Knowledge” focused on extending the discussion from the 

previous chapters by considering the phenomenon of Knowledge. Knowledge, 

understood in a broad sense as a process of acquisition, distribution, and manipulation 

with information, became here a subject to a similar theoretical treatment as the 

phenomenon of language. In addition to this, a notion of place, defined as a region 

where the “subject and object become pressed together”, has been introduced and 
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demonstrated to be playing a vital role in Lawrence’s symbolic practice. In discussing a 

number of stories it was precisely the phenomenon of place, which has been identified 

in a number of roles or functions, supporting various private epistemologies or 

functioning as a tool in character’s struggle for power. In this respect, knowledge can 

(and indeed should be) understood as a natural extension of the language argument. 

Both of these concepts were further augmented by the subject-oriented discussion in the 

final chapter “The Self”. 

 The last chapter was once more concerned with one of Lawrence’s favourite 

ideological targets: the ideological construct of the Self. In this chapter, the discussion 

of the first two chapters reaches its climax and encompasses the whole of the 

Lawrentian triptych: “Language-knowledge-Self.” Her, drawing parallels first of all 

from the later texts and extending the notion of place, an argument against the idealised 

mental constructions of one’s individuality and unrelated nature of human existence is 

presented. The vanity of such ego-constructs is introduced as opposing Lawrence’s idea 

of a mechanical force-based theory of human behaviour motivation. The argument, 

again demonstrated on a number of textual case-studies, represents the final stage in the 

sequence of “idealisms” discussed in respective chapters.   

 Finally, with the three chapters unified, the thesis introduces a diachronic 

afterword. This “Appendix Chapter” is designed to augment the argument, summarise 

and rephrase it from a new perspective once more focusing on the images, notions, and 

phenomena, so carefully developed throughout of the whole text.  It is the specific 

purpose of the “Appendix Chapter” to give a more detailed summary of the main 

chronologically presented tendencies, structures, and patterns inherent to the 

development Lawrence’s stories. At the same time, it is designed to underline the 

inherent structure and design of the thesis.   

 The aim of this essay, as it was declared, was to present an analysis of 

“Lawrence the short story writer”, of his work, thoughts and aesthetics. In doing so, the 

paper promoted the picture of Lawrence, who desired things to be “put into its true 

place in the living activity of man.” As it was demonstrated, Lawrence, with his novels, 

poetry collections, innumerable longer or shorter theoretical essays, texts of literary 

criticism, two large volumes of collected letters, literary translations and theatre plays 

remains, together with over sixty short stories, one of the most sarcastic, fiercest, and at 
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the same time most poetic champions of Being. By giving a number of exemplary case-

studies a perspective has been offered from which it is possible to approach those of 

Lawrence’s text which were not directly encountered. Following the initial intention, 

the argument does not tell but shows and presents the issue more as an experience than 

as a sum of dead IDEAS. The primacy of the story is and remains undisputed. Thus the 

resultant “knowledge” is, sticking to the Lawrentian perspective, by intention 

prevailingly indirect and unspoken, aspiring to be no more but at the same time no less 

than a direct encounter with individual texts themselves. The intersection of the 

viewpoints or perspectives this thesis presents marks the result, whose final meaning 

dwells in the text as well as in its reader. 
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